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Digital Wireless TV Listening
TV listeners allow you to listen more clearly to your
TV, Radio and other audio without any trailing wires
and bring the sound directly to your ears. Digital
systems use the 2.4 GHz frequency to transmit their
sound from transmitter to receiver.

If friends or family complain that your TV or Radio is
too loud then one of our Wireless TV/Audio Systems
may prove invaluable in improving your
entertainment enjoyment.

n   Do you want to listen to the TV at a higher volume
      than other members of the family?
n   One person's listening enjoyment can be a 
      problem for everyone else!
n   These wireless TV listening systems allow you to 
      choose how loud you want the sound without 
      disturbing others.

Wireless systems allow you the freedom to move
around without the need to have wires between you
and the item you want to listen to. However they all
need to be connected to your TV, Radio or music etc.
to pick up the sound using the leads provided.

You may find listening in a noisy situation is stressful
OR turning the volume up on the TV or Radio is not
enough OR you have difficulty in hearing the
programmes clearly.

Your hearing aid may have the "T" (loop) facility with
this you can enhance your listening by making more

of your hearing aid and choose one of the
products with the T symbol. Sounds will
be transmitted directly to your hearing
aid's loop facility increasing intelligibility
and significantly reducing background noise.
Products without the T symbol are suitable for those
who do not wear hearing aids.

Even with today's rapidly changing technology, we
can usually help you find a solution to connect to
your existing equipment with a range of items and
information to help you enjoy your entertainment.
The wireless listeners allow quick connection to your
TV, Radio or Music device. They all require you to
wear a receiver whether or not you use a hearing aid.

Digital listening systems use the 2.4GHz frequency
to transmit their sound from the transmitter to the
receiver. They use a coding system that means they
are unlikely to suffer any form of interference. The
coding system requires the transmitter to be
matched/paired to the receiver(s) required. Normally
up to 4 receivers can be used with any single
transmitter.

T
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Earis - Wireless Listener
Earis ‐ The premium TV listener. Using dynamic sound
technology to deliver the highest sound quality
currently available in TV listening equipment. Brilliant
for people with or without hearing aids to watch TV
or just listen to music. The system is easy to use and
ready to connect to TV and audio systems

Through extensive research into the listening needs
of hearing‐impaired people it has been determined
that 5 Listening Profiles match the needs of 95% of
users when listening to speech and/or music from
film, TV, radio or any other sound source. Earis then
delivers constant high‐quality sound using the
chosen profile.

Earis significantly improves understanding of speech
in audio even if background sounds are present, you
choose which of the 5 selectable listening Profiles
you prefer to create a personalised listening
experience. The fast-acting Automatic Sound
Profiling eradicates sudden changes in sound at the
chosen listening level, which is especially useful
when changing channels or when adverts cut in.

Earis receivers have a communication amplifier
function, the inbuilt microphone in the Earis receiver
amplifies sound in the same room, meaning it is
excellent for 1 to 1 communication. Earis stores the
settings of the communication amplifier. This ensures
that the user always returns to the last set volume
when switching over.

Two systems are available, a Headset receiver system,
and a neckloop system which you can also plug in
any hearing option you like that has a standard
3.5mm jack plug, such as a headset, earphones or ear
hooks

Each system uses the same transmitter which has
connections and cables for digital audio and
analogue audio signals, both of which are usually
present on nearly all TV’s and also Sky, Virgin and
Freeview boxes.

The systems benefit from features such as:

n   Connection kit for TV and audio systems.
n   Optical digital audio lead, audio connection lead 
      with 3.5mm stereo plugs, adapter to RCA phono 
      plugs
n   Built‐in receiver charging cradle and charging port
      for an optional second battery
n   Fast receiver battery charging ‐ full charge in 
      under 2 hours. 80% in 30 minutes.
n   Large tactile volume wheel with LED level display.
n   Easy to use communication amplifier available at 
      the press of a button on the receiver
n   Tone & Balance Controls
n   Replaceable Li-Pol rechargeable battery.
n   Amplification level of up to +122 dB 
n   Approximately 8 hours Listening time per full 
      battery charge
n   Output Connector: 3.5mm stereo jack socket, 
      16ohm minimum (Neckloop and PR variant only)

EARIS Digital Headset System

Order code  230‐190
Price               £209.00 ex vat
                         £250.80 inc vat

Colour   Graphite/Silver
Size        Headset : 244x112.5x24mm

EARIS Digital Neckloop System

Order code  230‐191
Price               £209.00 ex vat
                         £250.80 inc vat

Colour   Graphite/Silver
Size         Receiver 63mmØ x 24mm
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2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes

Earis Headset System
Transmitter, Under-chin Headset Receiver &
Connection kit.

Earis Neckloop System
Transmitter, Plug-in Neckloop Receiver &
Connection kit.
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Sonumaxx - Digital Wireless

TV Listening
A simple to use TV listening system for both hearing aid and non hearing aid users.

With its clear sound the Sonumaxx 2.4 system will help you listen more clearly to your TV, Radio, or other sound
sources without any trailing leads.

The system allows you to switch between listening to the TV sound from the transmitter to an internal
microphone in the receiver which allows you to amplify conversation of people near you.

You can listen at your own volume without disturbing others. You can also move around whilst listening to TV,
Radio or Hi‐Fi as the signal is not interrupted by walls. The system has a range of up to 25 metres and the
headset systems have an output of up to 125dB.

The systems consist of two parts, a mains powered transmitter and a receiver powered by a rechargeable
battery. The transmitter picks up the sound from your TV using either the lead kit or with the supplied
microphone. This sound is then sent to the receiver. The Sonumaxx systems are already paired for your
convenience and avoid interference.

A fully charged battery will last up to seven hours listening time depending on volume levels used. The system
is supplied with a second battery to provide continuous listening. An intelligent charging system ensures
batteries will be recharged fully in less than 3 hours.

There are two types of system available, the first is our standard Headset system where the headset and
receiver unit are a single device, the second type of system are called PR’s.  This type of system allows you to
plug in any audio listening accessory into the receiver unit such as a neckloop, earhooks, direct input etc.

Sonumaxx Headset System
Transmitter and conventional underchin headset receiver

2Year
Warranty

Sonumaxx 2.4 Headset System

Order code  230‐450
Price               £109.99 ex vat
                         £131.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Grey
Size        Base: 125mmØ x 40mm

Receiver: 225x125x25mm

VAT
Yes T

Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Headset System
Transmitter, Pocket Receiver and plug-in stethoscope headset

Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Headset System

Order code  230‐460
Price               £109.99 ex vat
                         £131.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Grey
Size        Base: 125mmØ x 40mm

Receiver: 225x125x25mm

VAT
Yes T
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Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Neckloop System

Order code  230‐461
Price               £109.99 ex vat
                         £131.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Grey
Size         Base: 125mmØ x 40mm

Receiver: 225x125x25mm

Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Headset/Neckloop System

Order code  230‐462
Price               £114.99 ex vat
                         £137.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Grey
Size         Base: 125mmØ x 40mm

Receiver: 225x125x25mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Headset/Neckloop System
Transmitter, Pocket Receiver, Plug-in stethoscope Headset
and Neckloop

Sonumaxx 2.4 PR Neckloop System
Transmitter, Pocket Receiver and plug-in Neckloop

Geemarc CL7400 Wireless Headphones

The CL7400 is a stylish foldable headphone listening system. The integrated transmitter/charging station can
be connected to your TV, Laptop, Audio, MP3 player or iPod. The headphone volume can be adjusted to suit
your personal listening volume without the need to alter the volume of TV for others. The headphones are
capable of a maximum sound output of 125dB. The system will turn off if no sound is received for more than 4
minutes. A fully charged battery can last up to 8 hours with a charge time of 6 hours for the built‐in lithium
battery

n   A Stereo Transmitter with built‐in intelligent battery charger and extra battery recharging point
n   Mains power adaptor
n   Foldable Headphones receiver with volume, tone and balance controls
n   Stereo or mono mode
n   An easy to install system that connects to a wide variety to today's audio systems
n   A lead kit to directly connect the transmitter to your TV or audio equipment 
      with phono or 3.5mm

Geemarc CL7400 Wireless Headphones

Order code  252-213
Price               £116.66 ex vat
                         £139.99 inc vat

Colour   Silver/Black
Size        Base: 205x130x75mm

Headset: 190x160x65mm

VAT
Yes
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Bluetooth Personal Listening
Bluetooth technology for short range wireless communication and listening.

Bluetooth® is an easy to use short‐range wireless communications technology now found worldwide in
millions of products that we use every day ‐ including headsets, smartphones, laptops and portable speakers.
Bluetooth devices radiate much less power than a mobile phone and typically have a useful range for most
devices between 5 and 10metres.

Bluetooth®is a secure system that allows you to enjoy sound that is free of interference, and the distractions of
background noise.

Bluetooth® is increasingly being used to connect hearing aids to other devices. Hearing aid streamers often use
Bluetooth to connect to phones or TV Bluetooth transmitters and then send those signals to the hearing aid by
the aid's own radio system or loop program. A few hearing aids have built‐in Bluetooth receivers.

Bluetooth neckloops are universal receivers, and unlike streamers, can be used with any hearing aid that has a
loop or "T" program. So, if you change the brand of hearing aid you won't need a new streamer. They can be
paired with mobile phones and any other device that has a blue tooth output.

Bluetooth neckloops allow you to freely move around whilst connected to your mobile phone even if sitting on
your desk, left on the couch or in a bag. They enable discreet conversation without using handsfree mode.

As the technology improves more than one device can be connected (paired) with the Bluetooth receiver, so
switching between a phone and TV becomes easier.

With the introduction of each new version of Bluetooth, currently version 5.0, there are improvements to the
delays that may be experienced to receiving sound, lip‐sync, and more importantly the power required to run
the receivers.

CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Keep your hands free whilst
making and answering phone
calls. CMBT2 uses short range
Bluetooth wireless technology
giving you a wireless
connection between your
Bluetooth enabled phone and
your hearing aid via the loop
setting. Although primarily
designed for use with mobile
phones there are plenty of
other devices you can now
communicate with using a
Bluetooth neckloop.
The sound is received by the CM‐BT2 and transmitted
direct to the loop receiver in your hearing aid. You
can control the volume of the loop directly on the
receiver. A built‐in microphone allows full two
way communication.

n   Power Supply and Car Charger
n   3.5mm Socket to listen through other accessories

CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Order code  230‐004
Price               £79.99 ex vat
                         £95.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Blue
Size         48x76mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T



Artone 3 Max Bluetooth Loopset

Artone 3 MAX streamer is the most powerful
bluetooth neckloop on the market, it works even for
those with severe hearing loss and cochlear
implants.

You will not need Bluetooth hearing aids. This will
connect your Bluetooth devices to a standard loop
enabled hearing aid.

When using the Artone 3 Max your loop enabled
hearing aid will now have Bluetooth connectivity,
this will allow the user to communicate using a
mobile phone as a handsfree device. You would also
be able to listen to other Bluetooth devices for music
and TV hands and wire free.

Artone MIC Wireless Bluetooth
Microphone

A wireless microphone that connects to your Artone
Bluetooth Loopset. It will help you to hear the
sounds your were missing until now.

The wireless
microphone can
be used by
someone
speaking at a
distance from
you and where
there is background noise.

n   Stereo frequency range ‐ A2D2
n   Microphone sensitivity control
n   Direct Audio Input option
n   Rechargeable
n   Compatible with Artone MS, Artone 3,
      Artone 3 MAX
n   Microphone with USB charging cable
n   Tie clip microphone
n   10cm 3.5mm jack to jack lead
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Artone 3 Max Bluetooth Loopset

Order code  233-005
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour   Black
Size         45x30x15mm

Artone MIC Wireless Bluetooth Microphone

Order code  233-020
Price               £79.00 ex vat
                         £94.80 inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver
Size         50x15x10mm

Artone TVB TV Transmitter (Optical)

The TVB transmitter only works in conjunction with
the Artone 3 Max.

If you can hear the TV but with all the background
noise of your surroundings ‐ use TVB with the Artone
3 Max. It will transfer the sound from your TV direct
to your loop enabled hearing aid without
interference.

n   Transmitter with USB power cable
n   Optical Audio Lead
n   10cm 3.5mm jack to jack lead
n   3.5mm ‐ 2 x phono adapter

Artone TVB TV Transmitter (Optical)

Order code  233-022
Price               £49.00 ex vat
                         £58.80 inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver
Size         60x60x20mm

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

1Year
Warranty
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Induction Loop Systems
Induction loop systems transmit sound directly to a
hearing aid's loop ("T") facility built into most hearing
aids.

The main advantage of using the loop facility is that it
can minimise the distracting effect of background
noise and so enhance the sounds you want to hear
making them easier to understand.

Because the loop receiver facility is built into your
hearing aid you will not need to wear an additional
receiver.

The principle of a loop system is a bit like radio. A
transmitter sends the sound direct to your hearing
aid which has a built‐in receiver known as the loop
facility. Hearing aids with this facility are often
referred to as having a telecoil fitted in them.

Loop systems come in many sizes. From a personal
loop worn around the neck or close to the ear, room
loops for the home or office meeting room through
to churches, cinemas and theatres even football
stadiums have looped areas. If you have the loop
facility in your hearing aid you can benefit at home,
work or entertainment venue.

You may find that your hearing aid is perfectly suited
to your hearing loss in a one to one situation but
when the person you want to hear gets further away
or there are many people speaking at once you find it
difficult to discriminate between the person you
want to hear and other people.

Loop systems in their many different forms help to
bridge the gap between you and the talker by

bringing their
speech directly to
your ears.
Some users find that
whilst benefiting
from the sound of
the TV, for instance,
being transmitted
directly to their
hearing aid they feel
cut off from other
useful sounds like
the doorbell or
being able to hear
their partner. This
can be overcome by
asking for an
additional program where the loop and microphone
are mixed together. This used to be known as "MT"

We would recommend that most hearing aid users
ask for both the "T" and "MT" programs to be
activated. This enables you to benefit at home from
being able to listen to TV at a volume suitable for all
the household by using the "MT" program while not
missing the doorbell or listening to your partner.
However, if going to the bank, theatre, cinema or
church using the "T" facility will enable you to hear
just what you want to hear either the film or
performance and not the noises near to you.

Ask your audiologist if you are not clear how to use
the loop features of your hearing aid or you need it
activating. Sometimes the sensitivity of the loop
program may need adjusting, again consult your
audiologist.

T
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LA240 Loop Systems
A Room Loop System designed for use in a living
room or lounge. It will help you make more use of
your hearing aid.

Using the loop ("T") program the loop system will
effectively bring the wanted sounds closer to you
and minimise background noise. You will be able to
move around the room without wearing any
additional devices whilst listening to your TV, radio
etc. The major advantage of a loop system over other
TV systems is that once the system is set up all you
will ever have to do after that is switch the TV on and
switch your hearing aid to the loop ("T") program.

The volume of your TV can be set at a level that is
comfortable for other listeners whilst you can adjust
your own sound level with the volume control on
the loop amplifier.

By directly connecting your loop amplifier to your TV
you will cut out background sounds. However, you
will still beable to hear your doorbell, telephone ring
or conversation by using the microphone supplied
with the system andhear them through the loop

This loop amplifier allows you to directly connect to
several pieces of equipment at the same time, for
instance your TV and Hi‐Fi. You can quickly select
which one you want to listen to at the touch of a
button.

A compact alternative for an individual to the room
loop cable is the loop pad. Instead of running the
loop cable around the room simply place the loop
pad under or behind a chair cushion and connect it
to the amplifier and you are ready to receive in your
favourite chair.

The Room Loop System is a complete, easy to install
mains powered system. The supplied loop cable is
run around the edge of the room and connected to
the Loop Amplifier.

Alternatively you may use a loop pad placed under a
chair cushion or across the chair back. This can be
suitable for a single person or where a limited loop
field is required.

The amplifier transmits the sound from your TV
directly to your hearing aid when switched to the "T"
position. The sound from your TV is picked up by the
Loop Amplifier via a direct connection lead, whilst an
additional microphone can be used for other sounds. 

The loop signal is then transmitted via the loop wire
or pad "the aerial" to the telecoil in the hearing aid.

The Room Loop System requires no technical
knowledge to install. It is easy to install and operates
with any TV or other audio equipment. Simply run
the loop cable from the amplifier around the edge of
the room and back to the amplifier as illustrated. The
loop cable is only a single core wire. Cable clips are
supplied to allow you to fix it to the skirting board.
When you come to a doorway either go up and
round it or go under the carpet it doesn't matter as
long as you go round the room. Tuck the loop cable
out of the way under the edge of your carpet or run
it around your skirting board or picture rail and plug
it into the back of the Loop Amplifier.

The compact amplifier features:

n   On/off switch with "on" indicator
n   Rotary volume and tone controls
n   Digital Audio Inputs (TOSLink & S/PDIF)
n   Input selector to switch between TV and other 
      audio equipment
n   Exceptional clarity with wide ranging tone control
n   Microphone inputs with priority feature
n   Automatic gain control (AGC) ‐ protects against 
      sudden increases in volume
n   Coverage with standard cable up to 70m2 with a 
      maximum room width of 6.5m
n   A red loop level LED indicator and blue LED 
      power and input indicators
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LA240 Loop Pad System UK

n   LA240 Amplifier
n   Loop Pad for an individual with 5m (15ft) 
      connecting lead
n   Lead kit to connect the amplifier directly to your 
      TV with 
      Digital 
      Optical, 
      phono and 
      jack connectors
n   1 microphone with a 1.2m lead (can be used for 
      conversation or monitoring the telephone or 
      doorbell ring)

LA240 Loop Pad System UK

Order code  135-255
Price               £119.99 ex vat
                         £143.99 inc vat

Colour   Silver
Size         180x140x42mm

LA240 Room Loop System UK

Order code  135-250
Price               £119.99 ex vat
                         £143.99 inc vat

Colour   Silver
Size         180x140x42mm

LA240 Room Loop System UK

n   LA240 Amplifier
n   40 metres (approx 130ft) of thin, white loop cable 
      (2.5mm diameter) and cable clips
n   Lead kit to connect your amplifier directly to your 
      TV with Digital Optical, phono and jack 
      connectors
n   1 microphone 
      with a 1.2m lead 
      (can be used for 
      conversation or monitoring the telephone or 
      doorbell ring)

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

LA90 Portable Loop System

n   A Portable loop amplifier with internal 
      microphone, external microphone socket, 
      headphone socket and volume control
n   A replaceable NiMH battery pack and 
      mains power supply. Battery life of approx. 
      6 hours from a 4‐hour charge.
n   External microphone and headphones for users 
      without the loop facility
n   Facility to fix amplifier to a countertop or use 
      Kensington lock
n   Blue, Yellow and Maroon coloured panel options 
      included

n   Earloop window stickers 
      to advertise loop service 
      to users
n   Not for domestic use

LA90 Portable Loop System

Order code  137-100
Price               £104.99 ex vat
                         £125.99 inc vat

Colour   Silver
Size         200x185x70mm

LA90 Handset Kit

This adds a telephone handset to the standard LA90 enabling hearing aid and
non‐hearing aid users alike to benefit from easy to access amplification.

LA90 Handset Kit

Order code  137-106
Price               £29.99 ex vat
                         £35.99 inc vat

Colour   Graphite

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

2Year
Warranty Sarabec
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Loop Accessories

Accessories for the Loop systems past and present such as the LA240, LA215 & LA2xx

Standard Microphone 1.2m lead

Standard microphone for many of our products including Crescendo and LA Loop
amplifiers.

n   electret Microphone
n   3.5mm jack plug
n   1.2mm lead

S/PDIF Digital Audio Converter & Leads

Order code  230-199
Price                £41.99 inc vat

Colour   Black
Size        73x65x25mm

Standard Microphone 1.2m lead

Order code  330-005
Price                £14.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

2Year
Warranty

A/V Accessories
Digital Audio Convertors, Headphones, Loop cable and Loop Pads and many more accessories in this section.
Audio and Video Accessories from Sarabec are compatible with many of our listening products, making it
simple and easy to find the right accessory for you.

S/PDIF Digital Audio Converter & Leads

This box allows connection of Digital Audio from modern TV, DVD and home
theatre systems to analogue audio products.

The input is via either a RCA Phono digital lead or Optical TOSLink lead. Both lead
types are supplied with this converter.

The output is via analogue (red/white) RCA Phono connectors found on many
systems. Use your normal lead to connect to this box.

A mains adapter is included to power the unit.

VAT
No

VAT
No

Sarabec
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Loop Pad 340 X 340mm

Loop pads can be added to loop amplifiers and
systems where the area to be looped needs to be
small and discreet.

n   They can be used in 
      many places.
n   At home placed on a 
      chair or chair back
n   In reception areas 
      under counters
n   Used to demonstrate 
      loop systems to clients

Crescendo 60/2 system

A system which can be used to listen to, or monitor
existing loop systems.

Supplied with Under‐chin Stethoscope Headset,
Plug‐in Microphone,

Microphone (1.2m lead)
& 3m extension lead

Loop Pad 340 x 340mm

Order code  110-053
Price               £22.79 ex vat
                         £27.35 inc vat

Colour   Graphite
Size        340mm x 340mm

Crescendo 60/2 system

Order code  109-102
Price                £76.99 ex vat

£92.39 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        95x62x25mm

Remote Controls

doro HandleEasy 321rc Universal Remote Control

Doro HandleEasy 321rc is specially designed for people who have limited dexterity. It is very easy to hold and
to use for changing channels and adjusting the volume of your TV or home stereo

n   7 programmable keys
n   Hard‐keys for best tactile feeling
n   Learning function. Learn from your existing remote controls
n   Possibility to learn commands from multiple remote controls e.g.:‐ program 
      channel keys for a set‐top box and volume control for a TV
n   Compatibility to RC5/RC6 IR equipment. (All major brands of 
      TV/Video/DVD/stereo/ set‐top boxes) includes dualcommand support
n   3 AAA batteries (included)

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

VAT
No

  doro HandleEasy 321rc Universal Remote Control

Order code  253-140
Price                £24.98 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        165x52x30mm

Sarabec

Sarabec
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Personal Listeners
If you have difficulty catching everything that is said
in conversation you may benefit from using one of
our Personal Listeners which amplify the sounds you
want to hear and bring them closer to your ears.

Sarabec® audio products provide clear, sharp sound
reproduction leading to relaxed, stress free listening.
There are many uses for these versatile products,
including connecting directly to various types of
audio/ visual equipment.

You can use a personal listener during the day for
conversation with friends or at work where you may
find listening in a group or noisy situation to be
stressful. You can then later in the day use it to relax
and listen to TV, Radio, Music device or your
computer.

You choose the way you want to listen, for instance
with headphones, headset or earphones or by using
your hearing aid on the "T" setting or loop program
with a neck loop or ear hook. Your hearing aid may
have the "T" (loop) facility.

With this you can enhance your listening by making
more of your hearing aid.

Sounds will be transmitted
directly to your hearing aid
significantly reducing
background noise.

T
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Listening options
These may be used in conjunction with Crescendo, HearIt and with some Introson and SWING models.  They 
may also be used independently with other pieces of equipment with a suitable headphone socket for 
example your iPod or even with the phoneplus telephone ampli�er.

T

T

T

Headset

Designed to be worn under the chin.  Lightweight 
and comfortable, these are the most popular 
headsets giving the loudest output.  They are 
suitable for a mild to moderate  
hearing loss.  They have rubber ear tips that are very 
soft and comfortable to wear.  These ear tips are 
washable and can be renewed.

Headphones

Traditional style lightweight over the head 
headphones with an adjustable headband.  Suitable 
for mild to moderate hearing loss.

Can also be worn over hearing aids and use either 
the microphone or loop facility.

Ear phones

Modern in-ear earphones designed to be 
lightweight, comfortable and discreet they have the 
same mini loudspeakers as the headset.

They are supplied with clear silicone ear moulds 
to help them stay in your ears and seal so that 
feedback can be reduced.

Suitable for a mild to moderate hearing loss.

Neckloop

If your hearing aid has the “T” or loop facility then 
you can make more of your hearing aid and its 
personalised settings by using a loop.  The neck 
loop is a personal loop worn around the neck and 
transmits the sound directly to your hearing aid 
when switched to “T” or loop.

Ear hook

An ear hook or ear loop has a very small loop built-
into a hook similar to the shape of a behind the ear 
hearing aid.  It is extremely thin and comfortable to 
wear.  It is often found to be more discreet than a 
neckloop.  Mono and Stereo versions are available.  
For those with two hearing aids the stereo version 
would be used.  These ear hooks can be used 
independently with mobile phones and MP3 players.
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Crescendo 60

The Crescendo 60 Personal Listener will amplify the sound from your television, radio or conversation.

The Crescendo 60 will allow you to listen at a volume that is comfortable for you. There is now no need to
have the television or radio volume at a level that will disturb your family, friends or neighbours. It will allow
you to take part in a conversation with confidence.

The Crescendo Personal Listener is a portable listener which is light and comfortable to use. For conversation
use the plug‐in microphone to pick up the sound. For use with a TV or radio either a microphone or direct
connection lead is used to pick up the sound.

The Crescendo Personal Listener requires no technical knowledge to assemble, simply plug the accessories
into the appropriate sockets and it is ready to use.

The range of systems listed allows you to choose a complete ready to use system especially suited to your
needs.

n   A highly effective rotary volume control
n   A rotary tone control (to boost either high or low tones)
n   An indicator "on" light with a low battery warning
n   Mode selection (Microphone, Direct input & Loop Pickup)
n   2 AA alkaline batteries (supplied) for up to 60 hours use
n   Belt clip & Neck cord
n   A plug‐in microphone for one to one communication. An additional microphone with 1.2m lead and 
      tie‐clip is supplied should you need to place the microphone nearer to what you need to listen to. Velcro 
      pads for  attaching the additional microphone to a loudspeaker grille.
n   A 3m extension for either microphone or listening option.

Crescendo 60/1 system

Under-chin stethoscope headset, Plug-in microphone, Microphone (1.2m lead), 3m Extension lead.

Crescendo 60/1 system

Order code  109-101
Price               £76.99 ex vat
                         £92.39 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        95x62x25mm

VAT
Yes T

2Year
Warranty Sarabec
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Crescendo 60/2 system

A system which can be used as a personal listener as
well as to listen to, or monitor existing loop systems.

Supplied with Under‐chin Stethoscope Headset,
Plug‐in Microphone,

Microphone (1.2m
lead) & 3m
extension lead

Crescendo 60/2 system

Order code  109-102
Price               £76.99 ex vat
                         £92.39 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        95x62x25mm

Crescendo 60/5 system

Neck loop, Plug‐in Microphone, Microphone (1.2m
lead), 3m extension lead

Crescendo 60/5 system

Order code  109-105
Price               £76.99 ex vat
                         £92.39 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        95x62x25mm

Crescendo 60/8 system

Under‐chin Stethoscope Headset, Neck loop, Plug‐in
Microphone, Microphone (1.2m lead), 3m extension
lead

Crescendo 60/8 system

Order code  109-108
Price               £83.99 ex vat
                         £100.79 inc vat

Colour   White/Grey
Size        95x62x25mm

Crescendo 60 Personal
Communications System

Includes carry case, Stethoscope Headset, 5 sets of
spare ear tips,

Neck loop, Plug‐in
Microphone, Microphone
(1.2m lead), 3m extension
lead and 2 AA batteries

Crescendo 60 Personal Communications System

Order code  109-107
Price               £109.99 ex vat
                         £131.99  inc vat

Colour   White
Size        95x62x25mm

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

2Year
Warranty Sarabec

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T
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CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Keep your hands free whilst making and answering
phone calls. CMBT2 uses short range Bluetooth
wireless technology giving
you a wireless connection
between your Bluetooth
enabled phone and your
hearing aid via the loop
setting. Although
primarily designed for use
with mobile phones there
are plenty of other devices
you can now communicate with using a Bluetooth
neckloop.

The sound is received by the CM‐BT2 and
transmitted direct to the loop receiver in your
hearing aid. You can control the volume of the loop
directly on the receiver. A built‐in microphone allows
full two way communication.

n   Power Supply and Car Charger
n   3.5mm Socket to listen through other accessories

CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Order code  230-004
Price               £79.99 ex vat
                         £95.99 inc vat

Colour   Back/Blue
Size        48x76mm

Artone 3 Max Bluetooth Loopset

Artone 3 MAX streamer is the most powerful
bluetooth neckloop on the market, it works even for
those with severe hearing loss and cochlear
implants.

You will not need Bluetooth hearing aids. This will
connect your Bluetooth devices to a standard loop
enabled hearing aid.

When using the Artone 3 Max your loop enabled
hearing aid will now have Bluetooth connectivity,
this will allow the user to communicate using a
mobile phone as a handsfree device. You would also
be able to listen to other Bluetooth devices for music
and TV hands and wire free.

Artone 3 Max Bluetooth Loopset

Order code  233-005
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour   Black
Size        45x30x15mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T

1Year
Warranty
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Artone MIC Wireless Bluetooth Microphone

A wireless microphone that connects to your Artone Bluetooth Loopset. It will help you to hear the sounds
your were missing until now.

The wireless microphone can be used by someone
speaking at a distance from you and where there is
background noise.

n   Stereo frequency range ‐ A2D2
n   Microphone sensitivity control
n   Direct Audio Input option
n   Rechargeable
n   Compatible with Artone MS, Artone 3, Artone 3 
      MAX
n   Microphone with USB charging cable
n   Tie clip microphone
n   10cm 3.5mm jack to jack lead

Artone MIC Wireless Bluetooth Microphone

Order code  233-020
Price               £79.00 ex vat
                         £94.80 inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver
Size        50x15x10mm

Artone TVB TV Transmitter (Optical)

The TVB transmitter only works in conjunction with the Artone 3 Max.

If you can hear the TV but with all the background
noise of your surroundings ‐ use TVB with the Artone
3 Max. It will transfer the sound from your TV direct to
your loop enabled hearing aid without interference.

n   Transmitter with USB power cable
n   Optical Audio Lead
n   10cm 3.5mm jack to jack lead
n   3.5mm ‐ 2 x phono adapter

Artone TVB TV Transmitter (Optical)

Order code  233-022
Price               £49.00 ex vat
                         £58.80 inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver
Size        60x60x20mm

1Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T
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Personal Audio & Accessories
Our range of Listening accessories for use with the systems we supply, and systems we have supplied in the
past.

You may not need an amplifying system, just by using one of these accessories you might find that you can
improve your entertainment enjoyment by plugging one of these items directly into your own equipment.

In general you can use any of these accessories where there is a suitable headphone output. Although you
may not get the same power out of your own equipment compared with one of our full systems it may
become loud enough for you to use more comfortably.

Using any of these products with or without a hearing aid will help bring the sound closer to you and reduce
background noise. The products for hearing aid users transmit the sound inductively directly to the hearing
aid so cutting out background noise.

The issue you may have is that some of the small MP3 players do not have enough output to drive a neck loop.
If you want to use your hearing aid's loop program then we would recommend the Ear Hooks as these give
excellent reproduction.

If you have two hearing aids and use the stereo Ear Hook then if your MP3 player has stereo output you will
hear in Stereo, unlike a Neck Loop which only transmits in Mono.

For these items, headphone extension leads can be used to extend the distance between you and the audio
equipment.

Stethoscope Headset HS7

Designed to be worn under the
chin. Lightweight and
comfortable, these are the most
popular headsets giving the
loudest output. They are suitable
for a mild to moderate hearing
loss.

They have rubber ear tips that are
very soft and comfortable to wear.
These ear tips are washable and
can be renewed.

n   1.0m Connecting Lead
n   3.5mm Stereo Jack Plug
n   Impedance:16 ohm

Stethoscope Headset HS7

Order code  307-107
Price                £14.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

LH‐056 Headphones

The LH‐056 headphones have
integrated volume control in the
connecting lead which allows the
separate adjustment of the left
and right side.

This light‐weight headphone is
specially designed for speech
Intelligibility, they are a very
comfortable headphone and will
give a relaxing sound experience.
The connecting lead is 5.5m long
and comes with a 3.5mm jack
plug and a 6.3mm adapter.

LH‐056 Headphones

Order code  230-296
Price                £46.19 inc vat

Colour   Black

VAT
No

1Year
Warranty

VAT
No

Sarabec

Headsets & Headphones
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HQ Stereo Headphones

A pair of hearing aid compatible
traditional style lightweight over
the head headphones with an
adjustable headband. Suitable for
mild to moderate hearing loss.

These headphones contain a
telecoil so the user can change
their hearing aid to the T/ Loop
setting and the sound will be
received directly into the hearing aids.

n   3.5mm Stereo Jack plug
n   1.2m Lead length
n   32 Ohm Impedance 

HQ Stereo Headphones

Order code  303-059
Price                £14.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

In‐Ear Stereo Earphones

Modern in‐ear earphones designed to be lightweight,
comfortable and discreet they have the same mini
loudspeakers as the headset.

They are supplied with clear
silicone ear moulds to help
them stay in your ears and
seal so that feedback can be
reduced. these earphones
are suitable for a mild to
moderate hearing loss.

n   1.2m Lead
n   32 Ohm Impedance
n   Ear Moulds Included

In‐Ear Stereo Earphones

Order code  303-070
Price                £14.99 inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver

Plug In / Communicator Microphone

Communicator microphone, which gives the same
performance as our standard
1.2m microphone, but doesnt
have a trailing lead.

Sometimes described as a
"Stubby or Plug‐In" microphone

n   3.5mm Audio Jack Plug
n   Electret microphone

Plug In / Communicator Microphone

Order code  330-009
Price                £11.99 inc vat

Colour   Black
Size        25mm

Standard Microphone 1.2m lead

Standard microphone for
many of our products
including Crescendo and LA
Loop amplifiers.

n   electret Microphone
n   3.5mm jack plug
n   1.2mm lead

Standard Microphone 1.2m lead

Order code  330-005
Price                £14.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

1Year
Warranty Sarabec

VAT
No

VAT
No T

VAT
No

VAT
No

Neck Loop NL6 ‐ 75cm Stereo Lead

The Neck Loop is designed for use with our
Crescendo 60, 50 and 20 plus range of systems as
well as sonumaxx

The Neck Loop is for use with hearing aids that have
the "T" (Loop pickup) facility, and can be plugged
into most TVs, Radios or other equipment that have a
3.5mm stereo headphone socket which is intended
for low impedance headphones.

Neck Loop NL6 ‐ 75cm Stereo Lead

Order code  201-126
Price               £15.69 ex vat
                         £18.83 inc vat

Colour   Black

VAT
Yes T

Microphones

Neck Loops
Neckloops for Sarabec Audio equipment and Geemarc Neckloops for audio equipment and Mobile Phones.
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Geemarc iLoop+ Neckloop with
Microphone

The Geemarc CL iLoop+ is a powered neckloop to
connect to any Smart Phone, iPHONE, MP3, Kindle,
etc. that has a 3.5 mm headset socket.

Using 2 AAA rechargeable batteries (included) it can
provide up to 30dB of amplification. Switch between
music and phone calls at the touch of a button.

Ear Hooks
Single sided and Binaural earhooks.

Music Link ‐ Stereo Ear Hook

This is a double sided inductive ear loop for people
who prefer not to wear a neckloop or headset. It is
extremely lightweight and comfortable, it sits just
behind the ear so the signal is very close to your
hearing aid.

An ear hook or ear loop has a very small loop
built‐into a hook similar to the shape of a behind the
ear hearing aid. It is extremely thin and comfortable 

to wear. It is often found to be more discreet than a
neckloop. These ear hooks can be used
independently with mobile phones and MP3 players.

n   3.5mm Jack Plug
n   1.2m lead

Music Link ‐ Stereo Ear Hook

Order code  315-002
Price               £29.99 ex vat
                         £35.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

1Year
Warranty

Sarabec

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty

Geemarc iLoop+ Neckloop with Microphone

Order code  252-187
Price               £43.32 ex vat
                         £51.98  inc vat

Colour   Black/Silver
Size        75x35x15mm

VAT
Yes T

Music Link ‐ Mono Ear Hook

An ear hook or ear loop has a very small loop
built‐into a hook similar to the shape of a behind the
ear hearing aid. It is extremely thin and comfortable
to wear. It is often found to be more discreet than a
neckloop. This is the single sided version for use with
1 hearing aid.

These ear hooks can be used independently with
mobile phones and MP3 players.

n   3.5mm Jack Plug
n   1.2m lead

Music Link ‐ Mono Ear Hook

Order code  315-001
Price               £19.99 ex vat
                         £23.99 inc vat

Colour   Black

1Year
Warranty
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Signolux Home Alerting
A versatile and effective alerting system with many
features found on more expensive systems making it
especially suitable for deaf and hard of hearing
people alike. A simple, efficient and cost effective
system for people wanting peace of mind.

Wherever sounds happen around the home you can
be made aware that an event needs your attention.

The receivers will alert you via a combination of loud
sound, visual indications and/or vibrations.

In its basic form, this sophisticated system uses just
two universal transmitters to keep installation as
simple as possible:

An Audio Transmitter that uses microphones to
detect sounds.

A Direct transmitter that can be connected to
existing devices around the house.

Dedicated alerts are included for person‐to‐person,
bell push and smoke alarm Features and Benefits:

n   Receiver system with either loud sounds or bright 
      white flashing light and coloured indicators or 
      vibrations
n   Receivers have either 6 or 8 coloured icons to 
      visually identify the source of the sound
n   System receiver with choice of 15 CD quality loud 
      sounds up to 90dB output
n   Wirefree; uses 868 MHz radio frequency to send 
      and receive system signals with secure coding 
      system to avoid interference from neighbouring 
      systems
n   Operating range of up to 200m*
n   Wall mountable receivers and transmitters
n   Portable pocket or clip‐on vibrating receiver
n   Plug‐in mains powered strobe receiver
n   Easy wireless installation between transmitters 
      and receivers
n   Up to 8 transmitters can be coded to each icon 
      with a choice of 15 sounds
n   Additional receivers and transmitters can be 
      added to your system as required
n   All receivers can have the addition of a vibrating 
      pad, separate strobe or loud sound alert
n   Battery operated with mains adaptor option
n   All batteries are included with the kits where 
      necessary
n   * Max range between push and chime. Note: 
      Building structures, e.g. metal and thick walls may 
      affect transmission
      range

Signolux Systems
Complete Signolux systems to suit various scenarios

Including transmitters, receivers, accessories and batteries to allow you to be alerted events in the home.

Signolux Visual Signal System with
Vibrating Pad

As per Visual Signal System
plus Vibrating pad with
1.5m lead. 

Signolux Visual Signal System with Vibrating Pad

Order code  230-701
Price               £75.99 ex vat
                         £91.19 inc vat

Colour                  Black/Silver
Receiver               114x41x144mm
Bellpush:              18x30x80mm
Vibrating Pad:     30x85x85mm

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty
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Signolux Visual Signal System

The Signolux Visual Alert system is portable for use
throughout the home or can be wall mounted. The
wireless alerting unit operates up to 200 metres
away from the Bell Push on the 868Mhz frequency.

The receiver has 8 different indicators meaning that
you can be alerted to different events within the
home by adding different transmitters to
the system.

The receiver will alert you using very loud selectable
chimes (>90dB), a bright flashing light and also
visual indication symbols.

n   Volume control
n   CD quality chime sound with choice of 15 sounds
n   Includes portable/wall mounted receiver and bell 
      push
n   8 visual notification icons
n   White Strobe for visual indication

n   Wall mounting fixings included
n   Bell push with screw fixings or sticky pads
n   4 x C Alkaline batteries in Receiver
n   CR2032 battery in Bellpush

Signolux Visual Signal System

Order code  230-700
Price               £59.99 ex vat
                         £71.99 inc vat

Colour           Black/Silver
Receiver        114x41x144mm
Bellpush:       18x30x80mm

Signolux Visual Signal System with
Telephone Transmitter

As per visual Signal System plus:

n   Universal Direct Connection Transmitter incl 3 x 
      AAA alkaline batteries
n   1.5m telephone cable and double socket adaptor 
      to allow connection of the transmitter and your 
      phone to a single phone socket

Signolux Visual Signal System with Telephone
Transmitter

Order code  230-702
Price               £89.99 ex vat
                         £107.99 inc vat

Colour                Black/Silver
Receiver             114x41x144mm
Bellpush:            18x30x80mm
Transmitter:       122x75x38mm

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty
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Signolux Baby Monitor System

The Signolux Baby Monitor System is made up of a
Signolux Visual Signal System Receiver, Vibrating Pad,
Signolux Audio Transmitter, Plug‐In Microphone and
Mains Power supply.

The Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter can be used
to pick up audio signals from a baby crying, and has a
sensitivity control, so you can set it to the strength of
your baby's cry.

The Signolux Visual Alert is portable for use
throughout the home or can be wall mounted. The
system has an operating range of up to 200 metres
on the 868Mhz frequency.

The receiver has 8 different indicators meaning that
you can be alerted to different events within the
home by adding different transmitters to the system.
The receiver will alert you using very loud selectable
chimes (>90dB), a bright flashing light and also visual
indication symbols.

n   Visual Signal System Receiver
n   Audio Transmitter incl 3 x AAA alkaline batteries
n   Receiver incl 4 x C size alkaline batteries
n   Vibrating pad
n   Plug‐In microphone and Power supply

Signolux Baby Monitor System

Order code  230-712
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour                Black/Silver
Receiver             152x120x40mm
Transmitter:       122x75x38mm

MONA Baby Monitor & Signolux
Transmitter

The Mona Baby Alarm & Signolux Transmitter is made
up of three parts, the first is the video receiver which
is rechargeable and comes with a charging cradle.
The receiver can be carried around the house and the
charging cradle left on a bedside table.

The second part is the baby monitor transmitter, this
is a wireless infrared camera which also reacts to
sound, this part is placed in baby's room, the third
aspect of this system is the Signolux Direct
transmitter, this part allows the Mona system to
interact with existing signolux alerting equipment.

MONA Baby Monitor & Signolux Transmitter

Order code  230-762
Price               £174.49 ex vat
                         £209.39 inc vat

Colour                              Black/Silver/White
Video Receiver              135x95x42mm
Baby Transmitter:         95x72x29mm
Audio Transmitter:       122x75x38mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Direct/Phone Universal Transmitter

Order code  230-721
Price               £28.99 ex vat
                         £34.79 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             122x75x38mm

Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter

The audio universal transmitter will pick up sounds
from different sources and transmit a signal to
signolux receivers in range.

The main function is to monitor existing doorbells
or door intercom systems. A disc sound sensor is
included to make this audio connection you can
also use this transmitter with our standard electret
microphones to monitor other sounds such as a
baby crying.

n   Disc sensor
n   1.5m lead
n   3 AAA batteries

Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter

Order code  230-720
Price               £28.99 ex vat
                         £34.79 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             122x75x38mm

Signolux Baby Monitor Audio
Transmitter

The Signolux Baby Monitor Audio Transmitter can be
used to pick up audio signals from a baby crying, and
has a sensitivity control, so you can set it to the
strength of your baby's cry. This transmitter sends a
radio signal to any signolux receiver which can alert
you through audio, visual and vibration signals.

n   Audio Transmitter.
n   Power Supply.
n   Plug‐In microphone.

Signolux Baby Monitor Audio Transmitter

Order code  230-719
Price               £37.99 ex vat
                         £45.59 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             122x75x38mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

Signolux Transmitters
Dedicated transmitters for the Signolux Alerting System

These transmitters are the starting point to building a Signolux alerting system, simply choose which events
you need to be alerted to such as doorbell, baby crying or telephone, multiple transmitters can be used
together with one or more receiver.

This universal transmitter directly connects to a
range of sound sources and transmit a signal to
signolux receivers in range.

The Signolux Direct/Phone Universal Transmitter can
be used to alert the user to the telephone ringing
(by plugging into a BT socket), can be used to wire
into an existing hardwired doorbell system, alarm
panel or water level indication.

Two further connection sockets are provided; one for
connection to alarm systems or low voltage doorbell
systems and the other for alarm accessories. leads
are supplied with this transmitter for connection to a
BT Socket, and also a length of wire for connection to
alarm panels etc

n   3m BT line cord
n   1m lead
n   3 x AAA batteries

VAT
Yes

Signolux Direct/Phone Universal Transmitter
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Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector

The Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector operates as a standard smoke alarm but also
integrates seamlessly with the Signolux alerting system, upon detecting smoke it
will send an alarm signal to all active Signolux Receivers in range.

This means that a user may be alerted by Loud sounds, visual indication and
Vibrations.

Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector

Order code  230-724
Price               £102.99 ex vat
                         £123.59 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             95mmØx45mm

Signolux Alarmo Detector

There is no need to replace your smoke alarm because alarmo can detect the
alarm sounds from existing smoke alarms without the need for any modification
or wiring.

It incorporates a highly intelligent processor to listen just for a typical smoke
alarm sounding and so is extremely good at not creating false alerts. When an
independent alarm is detected alarmo transmits a radio signal to all signolux
receivers within range, which will then alert you to the event. This unit is mains
Powered but has the benefit of battery backup.

Signolux Alarmo Detector

Order code  230-726
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             135x90x65mm

Signolux Sound Monitor Transmitter

The Signolux soundmonitor is capable of learning and recognising up to three different
sounds. Teaching the sounds is easily done by three buttons on the top of the device.
The only condition is that these sounds are exactly repeatable, they must not be
different to the sound which was taught.

The sound monitor sends the according alert to all active Signolux receivers within
range, which will in turn indicate these in visual, audio or as vibrations. It is possible to
reprogram the device at any time.

This makes it possible to expand the functionality of the
Signolux alerting system by 3 individually defined sound
sources, such as tones from timers, specific ringtones or
alarm sounds of sensors such as CO2‐detectors and
smoke alarms.

Signolux Sound Monitor Transmitter

Order code  230-718
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Grey
Size             122x75x38mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Bell Push / Person Call
Button

Replacement additional standard Bellpush/Person
Call Button.

n   Wireless portrait Bell Push
n   Weather resistant to IP55
n   LED Confidence 
      Light

Signolux Bell Push / Person Call Button

Order code  230-710
Price               £14.29 ex vat
                         £17.15 inc vat

Colour           Black/Grey
Size                80x40x16mm

Signolux Bell Push Landscape

Additional/Replacement landscape Bellpush

n   Wireless Landscape Bell Push
n   Weather resistant to IP55
n   LED Confidence Light
n   Elegant silver colour finish
n   Name Plate

Signolux Bell Push Landscape

Order code  230-711
Price               £14.29 ex vat
                         £17.15 inc vat

Colour           Black/Grey
Size                80x40x16mm

Signolux Gateway for smartphones. Signolux events
are displayed on your smartphone wherever you are.

The Gateway establishes a connection between your
signolux alerting system and a router, which then
feeds the alerts into the mobile networks. All
signolux alerts can then be received practically
anywhere at any time as long as you have a mobile
data connection.

The Humantechnik app (Humantechnik:Alert) for
Apple iPhone and Android is available through the
app stores, free of charge.

Any amount of apps can be linked to a single
Gateway device, which makes it possible for a whole
family to link up with the Gateway device installed in
their home.

Signolux System Gateway (for Mobile Phones)

Order code  230-703
Price               £152.99 ex vat
                         £183.59 inc vat

Colour           Black
Receiver        117x133x41mm

Signolux System Gateway (for Mobile Phones)

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty
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Signolux Receivers
The Signolux receivers come in a number of variants including a portable vibrating pager and a flashing and
sounding receiver.

Choose the receivers that fit with your lifestyle and how you want to be alerted, you can have multiple
receiverspaired to one or more transmitters within the range.

Signolux Visual Signal System Receiver

This is a spare/replacement standard Signolux Receiver.

n   Bright white flashing light and/or choice of 15 CD quality sounds.
n   8 coloured visual notification icons.
n   Up to 8 transmitters can be coded to each icon.
n   Wall mounting bracket.
n   3.5mm socket for additional alerts such as a vibrating pad
n   Can be used with optional Signolux power supply

Signolux Visual Signal System Receiver

Order code  230-704
Price               £46.79 ex vat
                         £56.15 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             114x41x144mm

Signolux DS2 Alarm Clock

The DS2 will provide a single point on the bedside
table that will receive all different types of signals
from the system and alert to whatever is going on.
The DS2 provides connectors to connect to any of the
Signolux receiver alerts to enhance your alerting
needs.

Just one piece of equipment for all alerting needs;
telephone, door, smoke and alarm clock. It provides
night time coverage and will alert you to any alerts in
the home, it utilises intelligent digital technology,
offering a wide range of waking methods. A
particularly powerful sound generator and the
exceptionally bright row of flashing LED's are built in.

n   Large, easily discernible illuminated digits for time 
      and alarm time display
n   Unmissable acoustic alarm signal, the alarm tone 
      pitch and volume are adjustable
n   Visual alarm with a row of flashing LEDs
n   Snooze‐function
n   Display brightness adjusts automatically to its 
      environment
n   12 or 24 hour time display
n   Back‐up against power failure (4 x AAA batteries 
      not supplied)
n   3.5mm socket for additional alerts

Signolux DS2 Alarm Clock

Order code  230-708
Price               £135.99 ex vat
                         £163.19 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             123x210x63mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Portable Receiver S

This is a portable flashing/sounding Receiver for the
signolux alerting system. The receiver‐S indicates the
alerts of all signolux transmitters by flashing lights
and sound. Its strong blinking light shines out 360°
from the light source on the top of the device.

Thanks to the included rechargeable batteries, this
receiver can also be taken off the power supply for
some time, while maintaining full functionality. A
charge will last for approx. 3 weeks at 5 indicated
events per day. Signolux Portable Receiver S

Order code  230-709
Price               £89.99 ex vat
                         £107.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             145x90x40mm

Signolux Plug In Flash Receiver

Plug in mains receiver for use in kitchens or where a
mains socket is available at eye level

n   Bright white flashing light
n   6 coloured visual notification icons
n   3.5mm socket for 
      additional alerts Signolux Plug In Flash Receiver

Order code  230-705
Price               £67.99 ex vat
                         £81.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             120x65x45mm

Signolux Portable Vibrating Receiver

The Signolux Portable Receiver is a portable
vibrating pager unit which will alert you through
both lights and vibrations. It can be carried
anywhere in your home and can also be used at
night time when used in conjunction with an
external vibrating pad (sold seperately)

n   Belt clip and neck strap.
n   When a signal is received icons flash and receiver 
      vibrates.
n   6 coloured visual notification icons
n   3.5mm socket for additional alerts
n   Optional Charger with rechargeable batteries 
      (note: vibrating pad plugs into receiver not 
      charger cradle)

Signolux Portable Vibrating Receiver

Order code  230-706
Price               £67.99 ex vat
                         £81.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             90x58x35mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Portable Receiver Pack

The Signolux Portable Receiver is a portable vibrating
pager unit which will alert you through both lights
and vibrations, It can be carried anywhere in your
home and can also be used at night time when used
in conjunction with the charger and external
vibrating pad.

The Charger base station for the signolux portable
vibrating receiver is supplied with rechargeable
batteries. The lead from the Vibrating Pad is plugged
into the side of the pager receiver and the pad is
placed under your pillow. The pad will vibrate when
the alarm goes off. The vibrating pad is powered by 3
x AA alkaline batteries (supplied), this device also has
a low battery indicator.

n   Vibrating Pager Receiver
n   Pager Charger
n   Vibrating Pad
n   Power supply

Signolux Portable Receiver Pack

Order code  230-715
Price               £119.99 ex vat
                         £143.99 inc vat

Colour                                 Black/Silver
Portable Receiver            90x58x30mm
Charger                              75x80x65mm
Vibrating Pad                   82x82x30mm

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

Order code  230-315
Price               £15.99 ex vat
                         £19.19 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             82x82x30mm

Signolux Accessories

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

This vibrating pad can be connected to any of the
Signolux Receivers.

This equipment uses its internal 3 x AA batteries so
does not draw power from the connected receiver,
which is especially useful if using the system in a
portable environment.

n   1.5m lead

Signolux Vibrating Pad (un‐powered)

An un‐powered vibrating pad only for use with
Signolux Standard Receiver. 230‐704

Signolux Vibrating Pad (un‐powered)

Order code  230-735
Price               £14.29 ex vat
                         £17.15 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             90mmØx28mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Flash Module MF‐1

Order code  230-317
Price               £52.99 ex vat
                         £63.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             65x93x134mm

Flash Module MF‐1

Emits signals via powerful flashes of light,
comparable to the flash on a camera, they make the
whole room brighter and can be detected even with
your eyes closed.

Can be connected to any receiver from the Signolux
and Lisa Ranges.

Sound Module MA‐1

This module can be added to any existing Signolux or
Lisa receiver to allow you to hear the alerts as well as
see and feel them.

Generates a powerful alarm tone ‐ continuously
variable tone and volume settings.

Sound Module MA‐1

Order code  230-318
Price               £46.99 ex vat
                         £56.39 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             134x93x65mm

Signolux Alarm Pressure Mat

Order code  230-731
Price               £37.99 ex vat
                         £45.59 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             750x450mm

Signolux Alarm Pressure Mat

An alarm pressure mat that can be used with the
Signolux Direct universal transmitter.

It is a durable pressure pad sensor that can be used
for various applications (Floor Pressure mat, Bed
leaving, Chair leaving etc.) with a 3m Lead.

Signolux Water Level Sensor

Order code  230-732
Price               £29.99 ex vat
                         £35.99 inc vat

Colour        Black

Signolux Water Level Sensor

Water level sensor for use with Signolux Direct
Transmitter.

Suitable for almost any liquid. Attach the sensor to
the edge of e.g. a wall using the double‐sided sticky
tape (included), so that the contacts are touching the
floor. The connected transmitter emits a signal if
liquid touches both of the contacts.

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Contact Switch (Normally Open)

Order code  230-695
Price                £14.40 inc vat

Colour        White

Signolux Portable Vibrating Receiver Charger

Charger base station for the signolux portable vibrating receiver, comes supplied with rechargeable batteries.

Contact Switch (Normally Open)

To use with Signolux direct transmitter for detecting door or window opening.

Signolux Portable Vibrating Receiver Charger

Order code  230-707
Price               £35.19 ex vat
                         £42.23 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             75x80x65mm

Signolux Power Supply (7.5v 1.5A)

Mains Power supply for Signolux system transmitters and receivers.

n   1.5m Lead Length

Signolux Power Supply (7.5v 1.5A)

Order code  230-722
Price               £7.99 ex vat
                         £9.59 inc vat

Colour        Black

VAT
No

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty
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Signolux Smoke Alarms
The Signolux smoke alarm transmitter and other alarm transmitters can be paired to single or multiple
signolux receivers.

This will provide you with day and night time coverage should a smoke alarm trigger in your home.

Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector

The Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector operates as a standard smoke alarm
but also integrates seamlessly with the Signolux alerting system, upon
detecting smoke it will send an alarm signal to all active Signolux Receivers in
range.

This means that a user may be alerted by Loud sounds,
visual indication and Vibrations.

Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector

Order code  230-724
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             95mmØx45mm

Signolux Alarmo Detector

There is no need to replace your smoke alarm because alarmo can detect the alarm sounds from existing
smoke alarms without the need for any modification or wiring.

It incorporates a highly intelligent processor to listen just for a typical
smoke alarm sounding and so is extremely good at not creating false
alerts. When an independent alarm is detected alarmo transmits a radio
signal to all signolux receivers within range, which will then alert you to
the event. This unit is mains Powered but has the benefit of battery
backup.

Signolux Guardion Smoke Detector

Order code  230-726
Price               £102.99 ex vat
                         £123.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             135x90x65mm

Signolux Sound Monitor Transmitter

The Signolux soundmonitor is capable of learning and recognising up to three
different sounds. Teaching the sounds is easily done by three buttons on the top
of the device. The only condition is that these sounds are exactly repeatable,
they must not be different to the sound which was taught.

The sound monitor sends the according alert to all active Signolux receivers
within range, which will in turn indicate these in visual, audio or as vibrations. It
is possible to reprogram the device at any time.

This makes it possible to expand the functionality of the
Signolux alerting system by 3 individually defined
sound sources, such as tones from timers, specific
ringtones or alarm sounds of sensors such as CO2‐
detectors and smoke alarms.

Signolux Sound Monitor Transmitter

Order code  230-718
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Grey
Size             122x75x38mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter

The audio universal transmitter will pick up sounds
from different sources and transmit a signal to
signolux receivers in range.

The main function is to monitor existing doorbells or
door intercom systems. A disc sound sensor is
included to make this audio connection you can also
use this transmitter with our standard electret
microphones to monitor other sounds such as a baby
crying.

n   Disc sensor
n   1.5m lead
n   3 AAA batteries

Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter

Order code  230-720
Price               £28.99 ex vat
                         £34.79 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             122x75x38mm

Telephone Ring Indicators
Telephone Ring Indicators from Sarabec help to ensure you don't miss that important phone call because you
could not hear the phone ringing.

Our indicators alert users through loud sounds, flashing lights, or a combination of both, as well as vibrating
pads.

Flashing and vibrating Telephone Ring Indicators are ideal for use in an office environment where quiet is
essential, and all models are well suited to home use, giving you greater flexibility.

iBell2 Black Mobile Phone Alert

iBell2 will show that your mobile phone is ringing
with white running lights. The iBell2 is triggered by
the vibration of the mobile phone.

Suitable for all mobile phones with a vibrating
option. The vibration alert must be set on for all
incoming calls and messages. The iBell2 can also be
connected to an optional vibrating pad or a Signolux
system.

iBell2 Black Mobile Phone Alert

Order code  230-373
Price               £36.99 ex vat
                         £44.39 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             120mmØx145mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

Doro RingPlus

Multi‐purpose indicator for doorbell, telephone,
intercom

n   Alerts you with a bright flash or loud ringer
n   A universal indicator that can be used for 
      doorbell, door entry or telephone
n   Uses a sound sensor to pick up the sound of a 
      bell
n   Extra loud ringer 90dB
n   Strobe flash indicator
n   Continuously variable ring 
      tone
n   Mains powered with adapter
n   Alarm options: Flash+Alarm, 
      Flash, Alarm
n   Position within 5m of 
      telephone and 2m of mains 
      socket
n   Desktop or Wall mountable
n   Simple to install, stick acoustic sensor to base of 
      phone and connect mains power supply.

Doro RingPlus

Order code  253-121
Price               £39.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             185x115x40mm

VAT
Yes

VAT
No
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Geemarc Amplicall 10

When your telephone rings, this telephone ringer indicator will ring
very loudly and flash to let you know there is an incoming call.

A CLA2 shaker pad can be plugged into the AmpliCALL 10: when the
telephone rings, the shaker pad will vibrate, making this an ideal
solution for heavy sleepers who are expecting important telephone
calls at night.

n   Extra Loud Ringer (up to 95dB) with adjustable volume
n   Tone control ‐ different tones for door or phone
n   Optional CLA2 shaker for vibrating alert
n   4 alarm options : Off / Light + alarm
n   Light + shaker / Alarm + shaker
n   Camera Flash Ring Indicator
n   4 x AA Alkaline Batteries supplied ‐ low battery 
      indicator
n   30 metre maximum range
n   Wall and Desk Mountable

Geemarc Amplicall 10

Order code  252-201
Price               £24.99 ex vat
                         £29.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite
Size             110x120x35mm

Geemarc Amplicall 20

A combined doorbell and telephone ring indicator
that will ring very loudly and flash to let you know
there is someone at the door and or that there's an
incoming telephone call.

A CLA2 shaker pad can be plugged into the Amplicall
20 so that when the doorbell/telephone rings, the
shaker pad will vibrate, making this an ideal solution
for heavy sleepers who are expecting important
visitors or an important call.

n   Extra Loud Ringer (up to 95dB)
n   Camera Flash Ring Indicator
n   4 alarm options :Off / Light + alarm, Light + 
      shaker, Alarm + shaker
n   Different ring tones for the doorbell and 
      telephone
n   Adjustable volume
n   Tone Control (high/medium/low)
n   30 metre maximum range

n   Compatible with Amplicall 50 Vibrating receiver
n   Mains powered ‐ Battery option not supplied
n   Wall and Desk Mountable
n   433 MHz Operating frequency

Geemarc Amplicall 20

Order code  252-202
Price               £49.99 ex vat
                         £59.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite
Size             110x120x35mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Baby Monitors

Baby Monitors from Sarabec have bright flashing lights and adjustable volume settings, making them perfect
for use by people who find it difficult to hear conventional baby alarms.

MONA Baby Monitor System with Vibrating Pad

The Mona Baby Alarm system is a portable video receiving system.

It is made up of three parts, the first is the video receiver which is
rechargeable and comes with a charging cradle. The receiver can
be carried around the house and the charging cradle left on a
bedside table.

The second part is the baby monitor transmitter, this is a wireless
infrared camera which also reacts to sound, this part is placed in
baby's room.

The third aspect of this system is the Vibrating Pad, it is
left plugged into the video receiver charging cradle, and
will vibrate every time there is an alert (Baby Crying)
while the video receiver is placed on the cradle.

MONA Baby Monitor System with Vibrating Pad

Order code  230-760
Price               £162.99 ex vat
                         £195.59 inc vat

Colour                           White/Black
Video Receiver            135x95x42mm
Baby Transmitter       95x72x29mm
Vibrating Pad              82x82x30mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

MONA Baby Monitor & Signolux Transmitter

The Mona Baby Alarm & Signolux Transmitter is made up of three parts, the first is the video receiver which is
rechargeable and comes with a charging cradle. The receiver can be carried around the house and the charging

cradle left on a bedside table.

The second part is the baby monitor transmitter, this is a wireless
infrared camera which also reacts to sound, this part is placed in
baby's room, the third aspect of this system is the Signolux Direct
transmitter, this part allows the Mona system to interact with existing
signolux alerting equipment.

MONA Baby Monitor & Signolux Transmitter

Order code  230-762
Price               £174.49 ex vat
                         £209.39 inc vat

Colour                         Black/Silver/White
Video Receiver         135x95x42mm
Baby Transmitter     95x72x29mm
Audio Transmitter   122x75x38mm

VAT
Yes

Mona Baby Monitor

This is a wireless camera transmitter to be paired with the Mona Video receiver and
features infrared LEDs and night vision equipment, it uses sound monitoring to activate
the camera.

Mona Baby Monitor

Order code  230-750
Price               £73.99 ex vat
                         £88.79 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             95x72x29mm

VAT
Yes
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MONA Door Monitor

Door monitor for use with Mona Video Receiver, this Camera unit is designed to be mounted
outside and features infrared LEDs and night vision equipment, so that clear pictures are
taken even in the dark.

Furthermore, the mona door
monitor bears the IP55 protection
class (protected against splash water,
dust tight) and is equipped with a
motion sensor, which activates the
camera when a person approaches.

MONA Door Monitor

Order code  230-751
Price               £85.99 ex vat
                         £103.19 inc vat

Colour        Grey/Black
Size             135x95x42mm

Mona Video Receiver

Mona receiver unit only. Mona Video Receiver

Order code  230-755
Price               £73.99 ex vat
                         £88.79 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             115x85x27 mm

2Year
Warranty

Signolux Baby Monitor System

The Signolux Baby Monitor System is made up of a
Signolux Visual Signal System Receiver, Vibrating
Pad, Signolux Audio Transmitter, Plug‐In Microphone
and Mains Power supply.

The Signolux Audio Universal Transmitter can be
used to pick up audio signals from a baby crying,
and has a sensitivity control, so you can set it to the
strength of your baby's cry.

The Signolux Visual Alert is portable for use
throughout the home or can be wall mounted. The
system has an operating range of up to 200 metres
on the 868Mhz frequency.

The receiver has 8 different indicators meaning that
you can be alerted to different events within the
home by adding different transmitters to the system.
The receiver will alert you using very loud selectable
chimes (>90dB), a bright flashing light and also
visual indication symbols.

n   Visual Signal System Receiver
n   Audio Transmitter incl 3 x AAA alkaline batteries

n   Receiver incl 4 x C size alkaline batteries
n   Vibrating pad
n   Plug‐In microphone and Power supply

Signolux Baby Monitor System

Order code  230-712
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour             Black/Silver
Receiver          152x120x40mm
Transmitter    122x75x38mm

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Signolux Baby Monitor Audio Transmitter

The Signolux Baby Monitor Audio Transmitter can be used to pick up audio
signals from a baby crying, and has a sensitivity control, so you can set it to the
strength of your baby's cry. This transmitter sends a radio signal to any signolux
receiver which can alert you through audio, visual and vibration signals.

n   Audio Transmitter.
n   Power Supply.
n   Plug‐In microphone.

Signolux Baby Monitor Audio Transmitter

Order code  230-719
Price               £37.99 ex vat
                         £45.59 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             122x75mmx38mm

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

This vibrating pad can be connected to any of the
Signolux Receivers.

This equipment
uses its internal 3 x
AA batteries so
does not draw
power from the
connected
receiver, which is
especially useful if
usingthe system in
a portable environment.

n   1.5m lead

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

Order code  230-315
Price               £15.99 ex vat
                         £19.19 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             82x82x30mm

Flash Module MF‐1

Emits signals via powerful flashes of light,
comparable to the flash on a camera, they make the
whole room
brighter and can
be detected even
with your eyes
closed.

Can be connected
to any receiver
from the Signolux
and Lisa Ranges

Flash Module MF‐1

Order code  230-317
Price               £52.99 ex vat
                         £63.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             65x93x134mm

Sound Module MA‐1

This module can be added to any existing Signolux or Lisa receiver to allow you
to hear the alerts as well as see and feel them.

Generates a powerful alarm tone ‐ continuously variable tone and volume
settings.

Sound Module MA‐1

Order code  230-318
Price               £46.99 ex vat
                         £56.39 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             134x93x65mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Doorbells
This range of door chimes from Honeywell are designed to be simple, contemporary, reliable and hassle‐free.
Including Honeywell ActivLink the kits come pre‐linked and ready to go straight out of the box.

Uncomplicated, screw free installation means they are ready to go in minutes. Available in portable and plug
in models they are simple yet versatile and cost effective.

Honeywell DC915N Halo Light Chime

Revolutionary Design with Rich Sound, introducing
the Halo Light.

n   Innovative Halo light with 7 selectable colours 
      and LED Strobe forvisual alerts
n   Honeywell ActivLink&trade; range up to 200m
n   Adjustable volume with Sleep/Mute modes
n   8 digitally enhanced, crystal clear melodies
n   Wall mountable or Portable
n   Bell Push with confidence light
n   Maximum volume of 90dB
n   Extended battery life of up to 5 years
n   Optional external power supply Honeywell DC915N Halo Light Chime

Order code  212-920
Price               £53.99 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             126x126x42mm

Honeywell DW915S Halo Light Chime Receiver

n   Replacement/spare receiver only

Honeywell DW915S Halo Light Chime Receiver

Order code  212-923
Price               £46.31 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             126x126x43mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
No

VAT
No

Honeywell
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Honeywell DC315N Halo Light Chime

n   Stylish white chime with Halo light
n   White LED strobe indicators on top
n   Choice of 6 melodies
n   Up to 2 years battery life
n   Easy installation, fixings included
n   All batteries supplied

Honeywell DC315N Halo Light Chime

Order code  212-320
Price               £42.59 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             110x70x43mm

Honeywell DC315NBS Halo Plug‐In Chime

n   Stylish white plug‐in chime
n   White LED strobe indicators on top
n   Choice of 6 melodies
n   Nightlight mode
n   USB 2 Amp charging port for mobile phones etc.

Honeywell DC315NBS Halo Plug‐In Chime

Order code  212-323
Price               £49.99 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             110x70x64mm

Honeywell DCP311 Bell Push Button

n   Additional bell push for second door
n   Replacement bell push
n   Weatherproof IP55 white bell push with red LED confidence light
n   Easy open battery compartment

Honeywell DCP311 Bell Push Button

Order code  212-331
Price               £15.59 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             70x30x16mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
No

VAT
No

VAT
No
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Byron
Byron doorchimes are an affordable, reliable system

Byron BY301 100m Portable Flash Chime

n Portable doorchime with light and sound
n 8 melodies
n 100 metre maximum range
n 433MHz Operating frequency
n Strobe light
n Selection of Sound only/Light only/Sound + Light
n Volume control
n Secure self learning coding system
n Chime uses 3 x C batteries (included)
n Push uses 1 x CR2032 battery (included)

Byron BY301 100m Portable Flash Chime

Order code  214-128
Price               £36.76 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             140x70x70mm

Byron BY202F 100m Plugin Flash Chime

n   Plug‐in doorchime with light and sound
n   6 melodies
n   100 metre maximum range
n   433MHz Operating frequency
n   Flashing light
n   Volume control
n   Secure self learning coding system
n   Push uses 1 x CR2032 battery (included)

Byron BY202F 100m Plugin Flash Chime

Order code  214-126
Price               £34.79 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             110x70x50mm

1Year
Warranty

VAT
No

VAT
No
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Geemarc
Geemarc Doorbell/Telephone ring detectors.

Geemarc Amplicall 16
When your door bell rings, this doorbell amplifier indicator will ring very
loudly and flash to let you know there is someone at the door.

n   Extra Loud Ringer (up to 95dB)
n   Adjustable volume
n   Camera Flash Ring Indicator
n   Low battery indicator
n   Test button on main unit
n   Long wireless range from the doorbell to the main unit(up to 30m)
n   Wall and Desk Mountable

Geemarc Amplicall 16

Order code  252-203
Price               £33.32 ex vat
                         £39.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             110x120x35mm

Geemarc Amplicall 20

A combined doorbell and telephone ring indicator
that will ring very loudly and flash to let you know
there is someone at the door and or that there's an
incoming telephone call.

A CLA2 shaker pad can be plugged into the Amplicall
20 so that when the doorbell/telephone rings, the
shaker pad will vibrate, making this an ideal solution
for heavy sleepers who are expecting important
visitors or an important call.

n   Extra Loud Ringer (up to 95dB)
n   Camera Flash Ring Indicator
n   4 alarm options :Off / Light + alarm, Light + shaker,
      Alarm + shaker
n   Different ring tones for the doorbell and 
      telephone
n   Adjustable volume
n   Tone Control (high/medium/low)
n   30 metre maximum range
n   Compatible with Amplicall 50 Vibrating receiver
n   Mains powered ‐ Battery option not supplied
n   Wall and Desk Mountable
n   433 MHz Operating frequency

Geemarc Amplicall 20

Order code  252-202
Price               £49.99 ex vat
                         £59.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite
Size             110x120x35mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Greenbrook
The GreenBrook wirefree doorchime range will always alert you when somebody is at the door.

The "No more wires" digital technology means any of the GreenBrook wirefree doorchime range may be
taken anywhere in the home, garden or mounted on a wall.

Greenbrook KS 150m Flashing Chime Kit

n   Alerts with loud chimes and/or bright blue flashes
n   150 metre maximum range, 433MHz
n   CD quality chime sound with choice of 4 sounds
n   Blue Xenon flashing notification
n   4 step volume control ‐ maximum 95dBA
n   Easy coding to avoid interference
n   Weatherproof white bell push with fixings included
n   Easy to install

Greenbrook KS 150m Flashing Chime Kit

Order code  218-132
Price               £34.79 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             155x110x45mm

Greenbrook KS Additional Receiver

An additional/extra flashing receiver for the Greenbrook KS Flashing
doorbell systems.

Greenbrook KS Additional Receiver

Order code  218-133
Price               £29.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             155x110x45mm

Humantechnik

Signolux & MONA
Signolux Visual Signal System

The Signolux Visual Alert system is portable for use
throughout the home or can be wall mounted. The
wireless alerting unit operates up to 200 metres
away from the Bell Push on the 868Mhz frequency.

The receiver has 8 different indicators meaning that
you can be alerted to different events within the
home by adding different transmitters to the system.
The receiver will alert you using very loud selectable
chimes (>90dB), a bright flashing light and also
visual indication symbols.

n   Volume control
n   CD quality chime sound with choice of 15 sounds

n   Includes portable/wall mounted receiver and bell 
      push
n   8 visual notification icons
n   White Strobe for 
      visual indication
n   Wall mounting 
      fixings included
n   Bell push with 
      screw fixings or 
      sticky pads
n   4 x C Alkaline 
      batteries
n   CR2032 battery

Signolux Visual Signal System

Order code  230-700
Price               £59.99 ex vat
                         £71.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Receiver    114x41x144mm
Bellpush    18x30x80mm

1Year
Warranty

VAT
No

VAT
No

VAT
Yes
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MONA Door Monitor

Door monitor for use with Mona Video Receiver, this Camera unit is designed to be
mounted outside and features infrared LEDs and night vision equipment, so that
clear pictures are taken even in the dark.

Furthermore, the mona door monitor bears the IP55 protection class (protected
against splash water, dust tight) and is equipped with a motion sensor, which
activates the camera when a person approaches.

MONA Door Monitor

Order code  230-751
Price               £85.99 ex vat
                         £103.19 inc vat

Colour        Grey/Black
Size             135x95x42mm

Mona Video Receiver

Mona receiver unit only.
Mona Video Receiver

Order code  230-755
Price               £73.99 ex vat
                         £88.79 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             115x85x27 mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Portable Alarm Clocks & Timers
Portable battery powered travel alarm clocks and timers giving you independence, all the clocks in this
section feature a useful vibration option.

TravelTim Portable Alarm Clock

Our most popular and very effective portable vibrating travel alarm clock.

n   Digital alarm clock with backlit display
n   12/24 hour operation
n   Strong vibration pattern
n   Light and buzzer alarms
n   Snooze control
n   Pillow clip to secure clock to bedding
n   1 x AAA clock battery and 2 x AA vibrator batteries supplied
n   Socket for connection of optional external vibrating pad 230‐315

TravelTim Portable Alarm Clock Green

Order code  230-305
Price               £24.99 ex vat
                         £29.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Green
Size             95x70x30mm

TravelTim Portable Alarm Clock Pink

Order code  230-306
Price               £24.99 ex vat
                         £29.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Pink
Size             95x70x30mm

iLuv Smartshaker 2 ‐ Black

Set up to 10 alarms with the easy‐to‐use app (iOS and Android). Multiple
alarm options: wake up to vibration, alarm tone, or both.

Connects to your smartphone via Bluetooth.

Set it and forget it ‐ works independently without your phone once the alarm
is set. Long battery life lasts up to a month of usage before needing to
recharge.

Great for couples, heavy sleepers and people with
hearing impairments. Small and thin enough to fit
under a pillow. Setup is simple and takes only a few
seconds.

Vibrates three times stronger than an iPhones alarm.
Light weight and small so you dont feel it in your sleep

iLuv Smartshaker 2 ‐ Black

Order code  230-338
Price               £29.99 ex vat
                         £35.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             95mmØx25mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Voyager

The Geemarc Wake N Shake Voyager Extra Loud
Travel Alarm Clock with Vibration will let you make
sure you wake in the mornings whilst on your travels.
This compact, battery‐operated alarm not only rings
at a louder volume than a standard alarm, but can
also be set to vibrate and light‐up in order to wake
even the deepest sleepers

Extra loud alarm (up to 75dB at 1 meter)

n   Alarm duration : 1 minute
n   High vibration alarm (2 levels)
n   5 alarm settings with snooze function
n   Lamp function & white back light
n   Timer function
n   Time format : 12/24 hours
n   Easy‐to‐set function keys
n   Easy‐to‐read display
n   Display light button

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Voyager

Order code  252-091
Price               £24.99 ex vat
                         £29.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             92mmØx30mm

VC10 Vibrating Alarm Clock System

A conventional analogue alarm clock with separate
pad that has excellent vibration.

n   Illuminating clock face.
n   Strong vibration pattern from slim battery 
      powered pad
n   Vibrate and/or beep alarm
n   Snooze control
n   Simple time and alarm controls
n   1 x AA clock battery and 3 x AA vibrator batteries 
      supplied
n   Can be used with additional flash/sound alerts

Sonic Shaker Portable Alarm Clock

Order code  205-100
Price               £29.16 ex vat
                         £34.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             90mmØx30mm

VC10 Vibrating Alarm Clock System

Order code  230-310
Price               £32.99 ex vat
                         £39.59 inc vat

Colour        White
Clock          85x120x50mm
Pad             30x85x85mm

2Year
Warranty

Sonic Shaker Portable Alarm Clock

A simple vibrating travel alarm clock with good
vibration.

n   Digital alarm clock with backlit display
n   Vibrate, Beep or Vibrate/Beep alarm options
n   Strong vibration pattern
n   12hr clock with am/pm indicator
n   LED light
n   Pillow clip to secure clock to bedding
n   1 x AAA clock battery and 2 x AA vibrator batteries
      supplied
n   Travel pouch

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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VIB Timer

The pocket‐sized vibrating timer with a light pulse.
Free‐standing or clipped on,
can be attached unobtrusively
to your clothes ‐ perfect for
cooking, lab work, taking
medication or when on the
move.

n   Simple and easy to use timer
n   Timer function

n   Stopwatch function
n   Vibrate, buzzer and light alarm signals
n   2 alkaline AAA batteries supplied

VIB Timer

Order code  230-300
Price               £23.99 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             70x45x20mm

Mains Powered Digital Alarm Clocks

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake JUMBO

A popular digital alarm clock with vibrating pad
which can also alert you to a telephone ring, it also
has battery backup in case of power failure.

n   Large 2"/50mm red display
n   Volume and Tone controls
n   4 Alarm options; with Ringer, Vibration and Flash
n   Continuous snooze
n   Hi/Low display dimmer
n   Bright visual ring indicator
n   12/24hour display
n   Battery backup feature (9V battery not supplied)
n   Telephone ring indicator option
n   Mains adaptor with 1.5m lead
n   Vibrating pad
n   Telephone connection lead

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake JUMBO

Order code  252-080
Price               £49.99 ex vat
                         £59.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             200x120x50mm

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Curve

The Wake 'n' Shake Curve is an extra loud vibrating
alarm clock from Geemarc. Benefiting from a new
sleek curved design and a handy USB port for you
to charge your smart phone or other devices.

n   Extra loud alarm (95dB SPL at 1m)
n   White extra bright flash (12 LEDs)
n   Time format : 12/24 hours
n   Duration of alarm : up to 1 hour
n   5 alarm settings and snooze function
n   Lamp function
n   Large white display
n   Dimmer switch (Low/Mid/High)
n   Volume and tone control (3 levels)
n   Vibrator control (2 levels)

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Curve

Order code  252-082
Price               £39.16 ex vat
                         £46.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Clock          178x94x50mm
Pad              90mmØx25mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
No

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Star

Make sure you never sleep through your alarm again
with the Geemarc Wake N Shake Star Extra Loud
Alarm Clock With Vibrating Pad, a stylish, extra loud,
super bright alarm clock with vibrating pad that is
certain to wake even the deepest of sleepers.

n   Extra loud alarm (95dB SPL at 1m)
n   White extra bright flash (12 LEDs)
n   Time format : 12/24 hours
n   Duration of alarm : up to 1 hour
n   5 alarm settings and snooze function
n   Lamp function
n   Large white display
n   Dimmer switch (Low/Mid/High)
n   Volume and tone control (3 levels)
n   Vibration control (2 levels)

Geemarc Wake 'n' Shake Star

Order code  252-084
Price               £41.66 ex vat
                         £49.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             90mmØx30mm

Sonic Boom SB500 Bomb Alarm Clock

Modern digital alarm clock with vibrating pad.

n   Red 22mm digital 12/24 hr display
n   4 Alarm options; with Ringer, Vibration and Flash
n   Adjustable volume (off to loud) and tone controls
n   Vibrating Pad
n   Snooze function (approx 9 minutes)
n   Display brightness switch
n   Mains adaptor with 1.5m lead
n   Optional Battery back‐up (not supplied)

Sonic Boom SB500 Bomb Alarm Clock

Order code  205-180
Price               £41.66 ex vat
                         £49.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite/Red
Size             140x140x70mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Mains Powered Analogue Alarm Clock
Traditionally styled analogue alarm clocks carrying features such as flashing lights and vibrating alarms.

Time Flash Alarm Clock ‐ White

n   Mains powered analogue alarm clock with bright flashing light. Canalso be used as telephone ring 
      detector with direct connection or external sensor
n   Easy to read 2.5"/6.5cm clock face
n   Bright alarm flash
n   Alarm sound on/off switch
n   Volume and Tone controls
n   Snooze function (approx 5 minutes)
n   Back lit illuminating clock face.
n   Integrated back up battery for 2 hour backup
n   Mains power supply with 2m lead
n   Optional telephone connection lead or sound 
      sensor
n   Optional Alerts (see below)

Time Flash Alarm Clock ‐ White

Order code  230-323
Price               £69.99 ex vat
                         £83.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             86x175x53mm

Time Flash Alarm Clock inc Vibrating Pad

Order code  230-333
Price               £82.99 ex vat
                         £99.59 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             86x175x53mm

Time Flash Alarm Clock inc Vibrating Pad

As per the standard TimeFlash, but with a Vibrating Pad.

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Sonic Boom SBA475 Alarm Clock

Analogue Alarm Clock with Blue Back light and
Vibrating pad

n   Traditional Analogue Alarm Clock with large clear 
      display
n   Blue back light with adjustable brightness
n   Loud pulsating audio alarm
n   3 alarm settings: Vibrator and flashing light, Ringer
      and flashing light or Ring, Vibrate and flashing 
      light
n   Adjustable volume and tone
n   Mains powered and battery backup (1 AA not 
      supplied)

Sonic Boom SBA475 Alarm Clock

Order code  205-170
Price               £45.82 ex vat
                         £54.98 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Clock           140x140x70mm
Pad              90mmØx25mm

TimeFlash, VC10 & TravelTim Accessories
A number of accessories for use with Humantechnik clocks

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

Order code  230-315
Price               £15.99 ex vat
                         £19.19 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             82x82x30mm

Vibrating Pillow c/w batteries

This vibrating pad can be connected to any of the
Signolux Receivers.

This equipment uses its internal 3 x AA batteries so
does not draw power from the connected receiver,
which is especially useful if using the system in a
portable environment.

n   1.5m lead

Flash Module MF‐1

Order code  230-317
Price               £52.99 ex vat
                         £63.59 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             65x93x134mm

Flash Module MF‐1

Emits signals via powerful flashes of light,
comparable to the flash on a camera, they make the
whole room brighter and can be detected even with
your eyes closed.

Can be connected to any receiver from the Signolux
and Lisa Ranges

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Sound Module MA‐1

This module can be added to any existing Signolux
or Lisa receiver to allow you to hear the alerts as well
as see and feel them.

Generates a powerful alarm tone ‐ continuously
variable tone and volume settings.

Sound Module MA‐1

Order code  230-318
Price               £46.99 ex vat
                         £56.39 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             134x93x65mm

VAT
Yes

2Year
Warranty
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Mobile Phones
Our mobile phones are easy to use and accessible to
all, with amplification and hearing aid compatibility,
as well as a strong vibration.

There are mobile phones designed specifically for
older users which are simpler and dont have all the
bells and whistles of some of the more complicated
devices.

Important features to look for are:

n   Hearing Aid compatibility
n   Volume and Tone controls
n   Vibration functions
n   Speakerphone/Handsfree
n   Internet, emails and instant messaging
n   SOS button
n   Bluetooth‐enabled

doro 8040 Smartphone

With the doro 8040 you don't need to worry about
complicated choices. Easily perform any action via a
new, more intuitive navigation system that also keeps
track of the actions you use most often. Swipe up for
more commands and apps, swipe left for quick
actions and notifications. doro 8040 also comes with
convenient services such as My Doro Manager and
Doro Connect and Care®, as well as a built‐in
assistance button.

n   Explore and navigate with ease
n   Enjoy more with a bigger screen
n   Take advantage of unique Doro services and apps
n   Screen Resolution 720 x 1280 pixels
n   Screen size 5"
n   SIM Card Type Nano‐SIM
n   Battery Life (Standby) Up to 550 hours Battery Life 
      (Talk‐time) Up to 28 hours

n   Bluetooth Enabled
n   Camera (front‐facing) 
      1.9MP Camera 
      (rear‐facing) 8MP
n   Cellular Generation 4G

doro 8040 Smartphone

Order code  253-334
Price               £208.32 ex vat
                         £249.98 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             149x70x10mm

doro 5516 Graphite

Doro 5516 is perfect when you
want an easy to use mobile phone
with great sound and practical
features that make it a joy to call,
text and take pictures with, along
with an assistance button for
added safety.

n   Talk Time: Up to 8hrs
n   Standby Time: Up to 500hrs
n   Screen Size: 2.4 inch

doro 5516 Graphite

Order code  253-328
Price               £49.99 ex vat
                         £59.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite
Size             124x48x12mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes T
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doro 6520 graphite/white

With the Doro 6520 you'll enjoy easier calling,
messaging, picture taking and more thanks to widely
separated, high contrast keys and a large 2.8" screen.

It also combines great sound with soft touch coating
and many additional features including e‐mail, web
browser, Assistance button and HAC (Hearing Aid
Compatibility)

n   See everything easier on a bigger screen
n   Enjoy extra loud and clear sound
n   Feel more secure with Assistance button

doro 6520 graphite/white

Order code  253-329
Price               £74.99 ex vat
                         £89.99 inc vat

Colour        Graphite/White
Size             149x70x10mm

Doro Secure 580

DESIGNED FOR PEACE OF MIND

Durable and splash proof (IP54) mobile
phone with four speed dial keys for calling
people you rely on with one simple press. Feel
even safer thanks to an assistance button and
a safety timer that can automatically dial up
and send an SMS alarm to preset numbers,
along with GPS localization to let people
know where you are. Contacts can be
managed by a trusted relative over the
internet using Doro Experience Manager.

n   Great safety functions
n   GPS localization. Assistance SMS with GPS 
      position
n   Request position facility & tracking
n   White List ‐ optionally limit incoming calls to up to
      20 numbers only ‐ stop all nuisance and sales calls
n   ICE ‐ input essential information on prevailing 
      medical conditions/medication
n   Extra loud and clear sound
n   38 x 35 mm colour screen
n   Text messaging ‐ Receive only
n   Amplification range 35dB

n   Volume control, speaker phone
n   Visual ring indicator & vibrating ringer
n   Ringer volume 87dB
n   Tri‐band 3G Bluetooth 2.1

Doro Secure 580

Order code  253-098
Price               £116.66 ex vat
                         £139.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             127x56x15mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes T

VAT
Yes
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Portable Cordless Telephones
Portable, Cordless or DECT phones allow you the
freedom to have a phone anywhere in your home or
garden.

Many of these phones have good amplification and
tone controls. Some have an answer machine built in
that you can access through the handset and benefit
from the amplification. They can be increasingly used
with hearing aids without interference.

Most systems can be expanded to accommodate
multiple handsets, the extra handsets known as
satellites do not need to be plugged into the
telephone socket, their base simply plugs into the
mains power and receives its telephone signal from
the main base unit.

BT 4600 Big Button

BT Big Button 4600 Cordless Telephone with Answer
Machine with premium nuisance call blocking
powered by trueCall's award winning technology,
allows you to block 100% of nuisance calls. The big
buttons make dialling and keying in information
simple, whilst the inbuilt answer machine will record
all your messages, ideal if you can't take the call.

The BT 4600 advanced call blocker, powered by
truecall's award winning technology, offers complete
control over which calls you wish to take. Introducing
bt's new hot key to block up to 100% of nuisance
calls. Block up to 1000 numbers or block calls by type.

n   Hearing aid compatible.
n   200 name and number memories.
n   15 ringtones.
n   Last number redial.
n   Caller ID.
n   Hands‐free facility.

n   Speaker and ringer 
      volume control.
n   Hearing aid 
      compatible.
n   Up to 16/ hours 
      talktime/180 hours 
      standby.
n   Up to 50m indoor 
      range/300m outdoor 
      range.
n   Answering machine
n   Nuisance call blocking.
n   Personalised recording
      facility.

BT 4600 Big Button

Order code  250-855
Price               £44.98 inc vat

Colour        Grey/Black
Handset     149x70x10mm
Base            172x114x53mm

BT 4600 Big Button Twin

Twin handset version

BT 4600 Big Button Twin

Order code  250-857
Price               £69.98 inc vat

Colour        Grey/Black
Handset     183x61x40mm
Base            172x114x53mm

1Year
Warranty

T
VAT
No

T
VAT
No
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BT 4600 Big Button Trio

Triple Handset Version

BT 4600 Big Button Trio

Order code  250-858
Price               £89.98 inc vat

Colour        Grey/Black
Handset     183x61x40mm
Base            172x114x53mm

doro Magna 2005 TAM

GREAT‐LOOKING. GREAT‐SOUNDING.

Doro Magna 2005 combines an exceptionally loud
receiver, ringer and speaker‐phone with a stylish
design and a built‐in answer machine. The base unit
allows you to answer calls and dial your favourite
numbers without having to retrieve the handset.
Flashing ring indicator, volume boost button and
tone control.

n   Very loud +90dB ringer to not miss calls
n   Exceptional handset volume: up to +40dB
n   Answer‐phone with 30 minutes recording time

doro Magna 2005 TAM

Order code  253-065
Price               £62.49 ex vat
                         £74.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             170x50x25mm

T
VAT
No

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

doro PhoneEasy 100w DECT

An Easy to use cordless phone featuring large, backlit display and big buttons
with special font for high visibility. The audio boost function provides loud and
clear sound, and the handset slides securely into the extra stable base.

n   Handset volume amplification range up to 30dB
n   Audio boost button
n   Visual ring call indicator
n   Tone control
n   Hands free speakerphone
n   GAP compatible up to 5 handsets per base

doro PhoneEasy 100w DECT

Order code  253-069
Price               £37.49 ex vat
                         £44.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             180x50x30mm

T
VAT
Yes
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Doro PhoneEasy 100w DECT DUO

Twin handset version

Doro PhoneEasy 100w DECT DUO

Order code  253-070
Price               £54.16 ex vat
                         £64.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             180x50x30mm

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295

This phone is hearing aid compatible and has an adjustable volume of
up to 30dB. It comes with a shaker function and a ringer volume that
can be tailored to fit your hearing needs. The AmpliDect 295 also
comes supplied with a built in answering machine that provides up to
15 minutes of recording time and remote access to your messages.

n   Hearing Aid Compatible (HAC)
n   Adjustable receiving volume : up to 30dB
n   Speaker phone with adjustable speaker volume
n   Phonebook up to 50 numbers
n   Redial function for last 10 outgoing calls
n   P/T dialing mode
n   R button for call waiting
n   Hotkey to phonebook
n   Choice of 7 languages (English, German, French, 
      Italian, Dutch, Spanish and Russian

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295

Order code  252-040
Price               £49.99 ex vat
                         £59.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Handset     172x55x25mm
Base            136x91x105mm

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Twin

Twin handset version of the Geemarc Amplidect 295

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Twin

Order code  252-041
Price               £74.99 ex vat
                         £89.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Handset     172x55x25mm
Base            136x91x105mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Combi

The AmpliDECT 295 Combi is a cleverly designed telephone system that combines the benefits of a photo ID
phone with the flexibility and freedom of a cordless handset.

It is made up of a desktop corded telephone, that has a number of key features to benefit the user, and a
cordless handset that can be used anywhere around the house. The desktop phone has big buttons and a
large easy‐to‐read display that is ideal for those with visual impairments, and the volume and tone is fully
adjustable through a good range for people that may be hard of hearing.

Three customisable one touch photo buttons makes dialling family and friends easy. Amongst other
functions is a speaker phone option, an answer phone service and the choice of seven different languages.

n   Hearing Aid Compatible
n   Adjustable receiving volume control (up to 
      30dB)
n   4 one‐touch memories, 3 with pictures
n   Speaker phone
n   Redial function for last 10 outgoing calls
n   50 phonebook memories
n   Answering machine

2Year
Warranty

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Combi

Order code  252-044
Price               £74.99 ex vat
                         £89.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Handset     172x55x25mm
Base            136x91x105mm

T
VAT
Yes

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Extra Handset

Extra standard handset for Geemarc 295 systems

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 Extra Handset

Order code  252-042
Price               £29.16 ex vat
                         £34.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             172x55x25mm

T
VAT
Yes

Geemarc PhotoDECT 295 Extra Handset

Extra photo dialling only handset for 295 systems.

Geemarc PhotoDECT 295 Extra Handset

Order code  252-043
Price               £33.32 ex vat
                         £39.58 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             172x55x25mm

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 SOS‐PRO

Stay connected and safe with the Geemarc
AmpliDect 295 SOS‐PRO, an extra loud cordless
phone and answering machine with the added
security of a remote pendant with adjustable volume,
two one touch memory buttons and an SOS alarm
function to help you stay safe in an emergency. The
pendant is waterproof allowing it to be worn in the
shower or the bath.

The pendant can also be used as a hands‐free
receiver for incoming calls and has a built‐in visual
ringer indicator.

Hearing aid compatible, this big‐buttoned phone
offers an amplified receiver volume of 30 dB that can
be adjusted to fit your specific hearing needs. The
cordless handset has a large, easy to read backlit

LCD display screen with Caller ID, Caller Waiting, clock
and alarm functions. A Hotkey will instantly connect
you to the main menu or to your phonebook that
holds up to 50 contacts. The AmpliDect 295 SOS

PRO also includes an integrated answering machine
with up to 15 minutes of recording time and remote
control access to your messages.

n   SOS pendant
n   two one‐touch memory buttons
n   adjustable volume
n   hands‐free operation

n   visual battery level indicator
n   visual call indicator
n   signal tone when out of range
n   cordless phone with cradle
n   speaker phone
n   hotkeys
n   large keys
n   phonebook
n   redial function

Geemarc AmpliDECT 295 SOS‐PRO

Order code  252-047
Price               £83.32 ex vat
                         £99.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Handset     172x55x25mm
Base            136x91x105mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc AmpliDECT 595

The Geemarc AmpliDECT 595 is ideal for anybody
with Hearing Loss, Dexterity or visual impairments.

This telephone offers large backlit keys for easy
dialling and an adjustable receiving volume of up
to+ 50dB. There are ten one‐touch photo memory
buttons to enable you to contact your loved ones in
an instant and a phone book that can retain up to 50
other names and numbers.

For your added security, there's an SOS function
button where you can save up to four contacts that
can be alerted in times of emergency.

You can block up to 20 unwanted numbers and use
Caller ID to help decide whether to pick up the
phone.

The cordless handset has a T coil, meaning that it is
hearing aid compatible for anyone with the 'T' loop
programme activated on their hearing aid.

n   Adjustable receiver volume, up to 50dB
n   Tone control
n   10 direct picture memory buttons
n   White backlit display and keypad
n   Handsfree speaker‐phone
n   Emergency call button
n   50 number phonebook
n   Talking caller ID and dialling
n   20 Call Blocker numbers
n   10 melody ringer for handset and 5 for base
n   Answer‐phone with 30 minutes/59 message 
      record time.

Geemarc AmpliDECT 595

Order code  252-045
Price               £74.99 ex vat
                         £89.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Handset    72x55x25mm
Base           136x105x91mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

Geemarc AmpliDECT 595 Twin

The Geemarc AmpliDECT 595 TWIN is a dual handset
version of the popular 595.

Geemarc AmpliDECT 595 Twin

Order code  252-046
Price               £116.66 ex vat
                         £139.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             172x55x25mm

T
VAT
Yes
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Desktop Corded Telephones
All the telephones here have variable amplification and most have a tone control.

With the help of variable amplification using the telephone can be become less frustrating. However, just
increasing the volume doesn't always help. Most hearing loss is not equal across the different frequencies and
so a tone control is extremely useful when trying to improve clarity to boost the frequencies that are being lost.
This leads to a greater understanding of the person you are having a conversation with. Using both volume and
tone together will give the most help.

Most of the landline corded telephones on our website have an inductive coupler in the handset that can be
used in conjunction with a hearing aid that has the 'T' or 'Loop' facility. If phones have this facility they and are
listed as 'Hearing Aid Compatible' (HAC)

Amplicomms PowerTel 46

An amplified big button phone where mains power is
not required.

n   Premium Hearing Aid compatibility
n   Adjustable tone control
n   Adjustable receiver volume
n   Boost Button for increased receiver volume up to 
      35 dB
n   Adjustable ringer volume up to 90 dB
n   Last number redial
n   Easy to use Big Button design
n   Bright visual flashing LED for incoming calls
n   3 programmable Speed‐dial Buttons for 
      emergency services or other important telephone 
      numbers (M1/M2/SOS)
n   10 Indirect Memories
n   Wall mountable
n   Last number redial
n   Flash: 100 ms/ 300 ms
n   PABX compatible

Amplicomms PowerTel 46

Order code  255-124
Price               £29.16 ex vat
                         £34.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             174mm x 76mm x 169mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes
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BT Big Button 200 Phone

The BT Big Button 200 is a popular phone, with lots of
features to make calling easier. It has large, well
spaced buttons ideal for anyone who struggles to see
a smaller keypad, easy volume controls, an inductive
coupler for use with a hearing aid, and much more.

n   Easy grip handset and large buttons
n   Easy to control call and ringtone volume
n   Inductive coupler for use with hearing aids
n   Call someone back quickly with last number redial
n   1571 message indicator
n   Built‐in microphone for speaking hands‐free
n   See when someone's calling with call and 
      message indicator lights
n   Store up to 13 names and numbers for quick 
      calling

BT Big Button 200 Phone

Order code  250-304
Price               £29.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             180x220x100mm

doro Magna 4000

Order code  253-026
Price               £66.66 ex vat
                         £79.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             200x220x85mm

doro Magna 4000

Exceptionally loud and clear sound.

An elegant choice for anyone with moderate to
severe hearing loss. One push of the boost button
instantly raises the handset volume by up to 60dB.
An adjustable tone control helps to ensure clear
sound and clarity to meet you individual needs.

n   Very loud ringer up to 90dB
n   Handsfree speaker‐phone function

doro PhoneEasy 311c

The Doro 311c is an easy to use large button telephone with a
comfortable handset and an adjustable volume control.

n   Volume control range of 11dB
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" facility
n   Visual Ring Indicator
n   3 ringer melodies
n   3 direct memories
n   10 indirect 
      memories
n   Last number redial

doro PhoneEasy 311c

Order code  253-011
Price               £24.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             185x220x90mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
No

VAT
No

2Year
Warranty

1Year
Warranty
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Doro PhoneEasy 312cs

The Doro 312cs is an easy to use telephone with a
large good contrast display, speakerphone and visual
ring indicator.

n   Volume control range of 18dB
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" 
      facility
n   Hands free speakerphone with volume control
n   Visual Ring Indicator
n   Adjustable Ring Volume to 85dB with 9 ringtones
n   Visual Display for caller id, dialled numbers, 
      phonebook
n   3 direct memories
n   30 number phonebook
n   Last number redial with 15 memories

Doro PhoneEasy 312cs

Order code  253-012
Price               £39.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             185x220x90mm

doro PhoneEasy 331 Photo

Easy to use photo phone with 3 picture memories,
designed to make using a phone as easy as can be.

n   Big buttons on a clear and spacious keypad 
      making dialling easier than ever, while photo 
      memories connect you with people at the press of
      a button.

n   Visual ring indicator
n   Easily adjustable handset volume

Geemarc Photophone 450

Geemarc Photophone 450 is loud corded amplified
phones. It is hearing aid compatible, and boasts a
range of useful features and is ideal for those with
moderate to
severe hearing
loss.

n   Adjustable 
      receiving 
      volume: up 
      to 40dB
n   Adjustable 
      receiving 
      tone control:
      up to 10dB

n   Phone book: 50 number capacity
n   Group listening capability
n   Flash / Pause capability
n   Mute button
n   Last number dialling (on the last 5 outgoing 
     numbers)
n  Caller ID
n  LCD Screen
n  Wall mountable
n  Supplied with a mains adaptor plug
n  Can run on 4 x AAA batteries (not included)

doro PhoneEasy 331 Photo

Order code  253-031
Price               £27.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             185x230x100mm

Geemarc Photophone 450

Order code  252-217
Price               £52.49 ex vat
                         £62.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             200x160x70mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
No

T
VAT
No

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc CL100 Big Button Telephone

The CL100 is a corded telephone with a large button
keypad and many useful features including the
ability to amplify incoming speech, and it also has a
very useful tone control.

The CL100 produces a loop signal which makes it
suitable for use by people who wish to use their
hearing aid switched to the "T" setting.

n   Volume control range up to 30dB
n   Amplifies outgoing speech for those with a quiet 
      voice +4dB
n   Tone control for incoming speech with good 
      boost for high frequency loss +/‐ 10dB
n   Ringer volume control
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" 
      facility
n   Call indicator light
n   3 emergency number buttons
n   9 Number Memory

n   4 AAA Batteries (not supplied) for memory 
      backup
n   Wall Mountable

Geemarc CL100 Big Button Telephone

Order code  252-171
Price               £38.32 ex vat
                         £45.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             195x210x70mm

Geemarc CL1100 Telephone White

The CL1100 is a standard desktop amplified corded
telephone with good amplification including the
ability to amplify incoming and outgoing speech.

n   Volume control range of 30dB
n   Outgoing Speech volume control +4 dB
n   Variable Tone control +/‐10dB
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" 
      facility
n   Visual Ring indicator
n   Adjustable ringer level, tone & melody
n   12 one‐touch direct memories
n   Last number redial
n   Mute function

Geemarc CL1100 Telephone White

Order code  252-173W
Price               £37.49 ex vat
                         £44.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             170x220x50mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc CL595 Amplified Telephone

The Geemarc CL595 is an Extra loud, corded phone
with large photo buttons an SOS function and
answering machine.It is an amplified corded phone
with raised, tactile keys, perfect for users with
dexterity issues. This phone has three, one touch
memory photo buttons and an integrated
phonebook can also hold a further 50 contacts, a
redial facility is available for the last ten outgoing
calls.

The Geemarc CL595 has a built‐in SOS function. It can
hold up to four emergency numbers and has capacity
to store a recordable emergency message, it also
offers extra loud, adjustable ringer and receiver
volume, a built‐in answering machine and the option
to add additional handsets if required.

Features

n   Hearing Aid Compatible
n   Adjustable receiving volume control (up to 50dB)
n   4 one‐touch memories (with talking caller ID), 3 
      with pictures
n   Speaker phone
n   Redial function for last 10 outgoing calls
n   Phonebook can store up to 50 names and 
      numbers (4 of which have talking caller ID)

n   Mute/Pause function
n   Answering Machine
n   Memory storage
n   Power supply by AC adapter (supplied)
n   Dial voice frequency
n   Main phone wall mountable
n   Range: indoors up to 50m / open field up to 300m

Geemarc CL595 Amplified Telephone

Order code  252-219
Price               £74.99 ex vat
                         £89.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             220x200x70mm

Geemarc AmpliPower 40

One of the telephones with a high level of
amplification the AmpliPOWER 40 is a similar design
to the CL100. It also has a bright flash call indicator
and greater choice of ringer volume and sounds.

n   Volume control range up to 40dB
n   Volume boost button
n   Tone control for incoming speech with good 
      boost for high frequency loss +/‐ 10dB
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" 
      facility
n   Hands free speakerphone
n   Bright call indicator light
n   Ringer volume and tone choice controls
n   12 Number Memory
n   Socket (2.5mm) for headset, neck loop or ear hook
      use
n   Socket for optional vibrating pad

Geemarc AmpliPower 40

Order code  252-194
Price               £58.33 ex vat
                         £70.00 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             195x210x70mm

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes
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Geemarc AmpliPower 50

Amongst telephones with the highest amplification
the AmpliPOWER 50 is similar to the AmpliPOWER
40 but with a maximum 60dB amplification

n   Volume control range up to 60dB
n   Volume boost button
n   Control for incoming speech with good boost for
      high frequency loss +/‐ 10dB
n   Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" 
      facility
n   Hands free Speakerphone
n   Bright call indicator light
n   Ringer volume and tone choice controls
n   Socket (2.5mm) for headset, neck loop or ear hook 
      use
n   12 Number Memory
n   Socket for optional vibrating pad CLA2

Geemarc AmpliPower 50

Order code  252-195
Price               £83.32 ex vat
                         £99.98 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             195x210x70mm

Geemarc Serenities Telephone

The Geemarc Serenties big button amplified phone
is ideal for people with hearing or visual impairment.
The Serenities features amplification up to 30dB and
extra bright visual ring indicator.

This unique system is supplied with an SOS pendant
that allows the user to call for help with one press of
the pendant button. When activated, the pendant
will automatically dial up to 5 emergency contact
numbers and plays a personalised voice
announcement upon call answer. Additionally, the
SOS button allows the user to activate the hands free
function to answer calls without having to pick up
the telephone receiver.

n   Adjustable receiving volume control up to 30dB
n   Hearing Aid compatible (for hearing aids set to 
      the T setting)
n   Adjustable receiving tone control with 4 levels to 
      suit personal preference
n   Outgoing speech amplification (‐4, 0 , +4 db)
n   5 one direct memories and 10 priority memories
n   Handsfree/speakerphone
n   Redial Key
n   Mute function
n   Phone book (30 numbers)
n   Waterproof (IP67) emergency transmitter 
      included (range of 20 to 30m)
n   Wristband auto dials up to 5 emergency numbers
n   Confirmation tone call
n   Personalised voice announcement
n   Calls can be answered using the remote 
      emergency SOS button

Wristband Features
n   1 waterproof remote (IP67) emergency 
      transmitter included
n   Range 20m to 30m
n   Auto dial up to 5 emergency numbers
n   Confirmation call tone
n   Personalised voice announcement
n   Calls can be answered using the remote 
      emergency button (handsfree function activates)

2Year
Warranty

T
VAT
Yes

Geemarc Serenities Telephone

Order code  252-218
Price               £99.99 ex vat
                         £119.99 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             20x180x50mm

T
VAT
Yes
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Telephone Handset Amplifiers
Our range of amplifiers to fit corded telephones

These telephone amplifiers are suitable for most corded telephones and will allow you to increase Volume, and
in the case of the Phoneplus the Tone can be altered too!

n.b. These amplifiers are NOT compatible with cordless or mobile telephones.

Portable Telephone Amplifier 

A simple but effective telephone amplifier suitable for desktop corded telephones that fits over the telephone
receiver. Can be carried with you for those instances where you need to use a phone without amplification.
Suitable for use with or without a hearing aid.

n Volume control range of 20dB
n Inductive coupler for hearing aid users with "T" facility
n Battery powered; 1 alkaline AAA supplied
n Carrying pouch
n Spare strap
n May be left in place on suitable handsets
n Not suitable for use with mobile and cordless telephones

Portable Telephone Amplifier PL10

Order code  140-010
Price               £12.49 ex vat
                         £14.99 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             50x50x18mm

Phoneplus Telephone Handset
Amplifier

A telephone amplifier for desktop corded telephones.
Independent volume and tone controls to enhance
the volume and clarity of the existing handset. Can
be used without a hearing aid, if handset has a loop
output this will also be increased for hearing aid
users. Simply disconnect the handset from phone
base and connect the Phoneplus.

n   Volume control range up to +40dB
n   Tone control range of +/‐ 10dB
n   Battery powered; 2 alkaline AA supplied, approx 
      life two years
n   20cm connection lead to phone
n   Optional headset, neckloop or ear hook
n   Note: Not suitable for use with mobile, cordless 
      and telephones with buttons on the handset.

Phoneplus Telephone Handset Amplifier PL51

Order code  140-051
Price               £24.50 ex vat
                         £29.40 inc vat

Colour        Silver
Size             102x70x35mm

2Year
Warranty Sarabec

T
VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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iBell2 Black Mobile Phone Alert

iBell2 will show that your mobile phone is ringing
with white running lights. The iBell2 is triggered by
the vibration of the mobile phone.

Suitable for all mobile
phones with a
vibrating option. The
vibration alert must
be set on for all
incoming calls and
messages. The iBell2
can also be
connected to an
optional vibrating
pad or a Signolux
system.

iBell2 Black Mobile Phone Alert

Order code  230-373
Price               £36.00 ex vat
                         £44.39 inc vat

Colour        Black
Size             120mmØx145mm

CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Keep your hands free whilst making and answering
phone calls. CMBT2 uses short range Bluetooth
wireless technology giving you a wireless connection
between your Bluetooth enabled phone and your
hearing aid via the loop setting. Although primarily
designed for use with mobile phones there are plenty
of other devices you can now communicate with
using a Bluetooth neckloop.

The sound is received by the CM‐BT2 and transmitted
direct to the loop receiver in your hearing aid. You
can control the volume of the loop directly on the
receiver. A built‐in microphone allows full two way
communication.

n   Power Supply and Car Charger
n   3.5mm Socket to listen through other accessories

CM‐BT2 Bluetooth Neckloop

Order code  230-004
Price               £79.99 ex vat
                         £95.99 inc vat

Colour        Black/Blue
Size             48x76mm

Geemarc iLoop+ Neckloop with
Microphone

The Geemarc CL iLoop+ is powered neckloop to
connect to any Smart Phone, iPHONE, MP3, Kindle,
etc. that has a 3.5 mm headset socket.

Using 2 AAA rechargeable batteries (included) it can
provide up to 30dB of amplification. Switch
between music and phone calls at the touch of a
button.

Geemarc iLoop+ Neckloop with Microphone

Order code  252-187
Price               £43.32 ex vat
                         £51.98  inc vat

Colour        Black/Silver
Size             75x35x15mm

2Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes

T
VAT
Yes
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Wellcare Tinnitus Sound Relaxer

This product can help relieve the symptoms of
tinnitus through relaxation or distraction.

It acts as a stress reliever, helping you achieve a
restful night's sleep.

n   Choice of 7 sounds: heartbeat, sea waves, running 
      stream, birdsong, woodland glade, falling 
      raindrops or simple white noise
n   Volume control and separate on/off switch
n   30 minute sleep timer
n   Battery powered ‐ 4 x AA batteries

Sound Oasis Sound Relaxer S‐550

This compact and attractive sound therapy system
has a choice of 6 high quality sounds plus the option
to purchase additional sound cards. Very simple to
use, the S‐550 Classic is very similar to the S‐650 Style
but without the alarm clock function & digital display.

The Sound Oasis Classic incorporates a multi‐position
timer (with 4 selections: continuous, 30, 60, and 90
minutes), a unique " gradual off" volume reduction
feature for a peaceful decrease in sound volume, a
rotary on/off volume control, headphone jack and a
one‐touch off/resume button that stops the unit or
repeats your last played sequence.

An omni directional reflective speaker projects sound
from the back of the unit for rich, deep sound. Can be
used upright, on it's back or mounted to a wall.

n   Plays 6 authentic, high fidelity built‐in nature 
      sounds: Ocean Surf, Stream, Rain, White Noise, 
      Summer Night & Wind.
n   World's only sound card technology for changing 
      sound themes.
n   State‐of‐the‐art digital playback technology for 
      the most realistic sounds.
n   Multi position timer: continuous, 30, 60, 90 min. 
      plus continuous with gentle off.
n   Memory button replays last sound
n   Rotary on/off volume control
n   3.5mm headphone/Sleep pillow jack.

Wellcare Tinnitus Sound Relaxer

Order code  258-005
Price               £16.65 ex vat
                         £19.98 inc vat

Colour        White/Grey
Size             140x110x130mm

Sound Oasis Sound Relaxer S‐550

Order code  258-102
Price               £41.66 ex vat
                         £49.99 inc vat

Colour        White/Silver
Size             152x156x40mm

1Year
Warranty

VAT
Yes

VAT
Yes
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Sound Oasis Bluetooth Speaker BST‐100

Sleep soundly with any one of the 10 built‐in sounds to help relieve tinnitus and to
provide a calming background noise for relaxation and contemplation.

With Bluetooth capabilities, this speaker gives the option to connect to a mobile
phone or computer wirelessly and stream additional sounds, music or even an
audio book.

Sound Oasis Stereo Pillow Speakers SP101

A pair of small stereo pillow speakers with handy in‐line volume control from Sound Oasis.

The low profile pillow speakers simply slip under your pillow to allow you to listen in privacy and comfort to
any radio, CD or cassette player, etc., that has a 3.5mm stereo speaker/headphone socket. They are wired
together so you don't lose one, but you are still able arrange them comfortably under your pillow.

Use with Sound Oasis Sound Relaxers, CD players, iPods, iPhones,

iPads, most MP3 players and TVs

n   Two ultra‐thin speakers for comfortable use.
n   In‐line volume control for effortless volume 
      control.
n   High quality stereo sound.
n   1/8" (3.5 mm) plug fits most electronic 
      devices including Sound Oasis® Sound 
      Therapy Systems, iPods/MP3 players, CD 
      players, TVs, etc.
n   Speaker Jack: 1/8" (3.5 mm) plug
n   Speaker Output: 4 ohm, 2‐watt speakers

Sound Oasis Stereo Pillow Speakers SP101

Order code  258-120
Price               £20.39 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             126x63x20mm

Sound Oasis Bluetooth Speaker BST‐100

Order code  258-109
Price               £49.99 inc vat

Colour        Silver/Grey
Size             63mmØx66mm

1Year
Warranty

T
VAT
No

VAT
No
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Sound Oasis Amplified Speakers PA200

Sound Oasis PA‐200 amplified pillow speakers are
perfect for masking sound, these amplified speakers
are for use with a headphones socket (mp3 player,
mobile phone etc.) and are a great choice for tinnitus
sufferers who also have a hearing loss.

Offering built in amplification these speakers are
designed to slip neatly under your pillow
allowing you to surround yourself with
music and sound for enhanced therapy or
privacy. Simply choose your optimal
volume level with the in‐line volume
control.

Ideal for both managing tinnitus and
getting to sleep, the amplified pillow
speakers will connect to any device with a
3.5mm stereo speaker/headphone socket
such as a radio, TV, smart phone, MP3
player or any sound oasis therapy machine.

Simply plug the USB power adapter into
the nearest wall outlet and your powered
speakers are ready to use.

n   High quality, high volume stereo sound,
      ideal for people who have tinnitus and 
      suffer from hearing loss
n   Ultra compact and lightweight for 
      comfortable use
n   In‐line volume control
n   73" long cable
n   1/8" (3.5 mm) plug fits most electronic devices 
      including Sound Oasis® Sound Therapy Systems, 
      iPods/MP3 players, CD players, TVs, etc
n   USB powered, includes USB cable and 
      international power adapter kit for worldwide use 
      (UK, EU, Australia and US)
n   Speaker Jack: 3.5 mm plug
n   Speaker Output: 4 ohm, 2‐watt speakers

Sound Oasis Amplified Speakers PA200

Order code  258-124
Price               £44.28 inc vat

Colour        White
Size             126x63x20mm

1Year
Warranty

VAT
No



We can work with you to improve communication for Hearing Impaired people throughout various
non‐domestic environments

There are systems to meet the continually varying needs of customers to be compliant with current
legislation in order to provide quality audio services for providers, clients and users.

Applications include reception areas, conference and meeting rooms; courtrooms; lecture theatres; churches;
multilingual simultaneous translation; tour guides; auditoriums; multimedia rooms and theatres.

We can specify and design a system to fit exactly with your requirements and type of building, and through
our Loop System Design package we can deliver a full supply, install, and aftercare package. We can work with
you to improve communication for Hearing Impaired people throughout various community settings.

The main advantage for all systems is that the sound is delivered to the listeners in a pure, undistorted form
that is not influenced by the distance of the listeners to the sound source or by any annoying background
noise in the room.

In order to ensure that any listening system is effective, it is important to compare the requirements of the
venue and its architectural features such that the properties of the chosen transmission system is not in
conflict with its surroundings. Site visits and assessments are frequently an important part of any
pre‐installation for a new or upgrading venue.

The key to all these transmission systems though is their input from an audio source ‐ microphone, one or
many, or a public address system. If the quality of the input is not at its best, then the output will not be
satisfactory.

An induction loop system consists of a loop of wire around the required listening area, an amplifier and
microphone or other input. The loop, an insulated wire, runs around the outside of the listening area. The
amplifier transmits the required audio signals as an alternating current into the loop. A magnetic field of
audio sound is then created inside the loop allowing listeners with the loop facility on their hearing aids to
move freely in the room and receive the audio signals directly into their hearing aids without unwanted
sounds.

Please contact us if you have a project in mind and would like further information or help with system or help
with system design, Installation, Commissioning and Training.

Large Area Listening
Large A

rea Listening



Ordering Information
You can view and order all of our products online at 
www.sarabec.com 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  We 
use a secure ordering system to ensure the safety of 
your details.

If you wish to place your order by post or fax simply 
tear out the order form overleaf and complete it 
with the details (product code, price and quantity) of 
the products you require.

 � If you are eligible for VAT relief, then, for each 
product required you only pay the price excluding 
VAT.  You will need to complete the VAT relief 
certi! cate on the back of the order form.

 � If a VAT exclusive price is not quoted for the 
product then the price including VAT must be 
paid. 

 �  If paying by VISA, Mastercard, Maestro or AMEX 
please complete the credit/debit card payment 
details.  

 � Post or fax your order to us.

OR

 � If paying by cheque, make it payable to ‘Sarabec 
Ltd’.  Enclose your payment with this order and 
post to us.  Please note that cheques are cleared 
before goods are sent.

VAT
Throughout this catalogue you will ! nd products 
that are priced inclusive (inc VAT) and exclusive (ex 
VAT) of VAT.  VAT relief is not available on postage 
and packing. 

In the description of each product where we detail 
prices including and excluding VAT, that product 
is eligible for VAT relief.  If an exclusive price is not 
shown, VAT relief is not available.

You are entitled to VAT relief if you are handicapped 
by a hearing disability.  To bene! t, simply complete 
the VAT Relief Certi! cate.  If you are unable to make 
this declaration, you must include the VAT in your 
order.

Payment
You can pay by using a cheque or postal order 
payable to SARABEC Ltd or by using a credit card or 
debit card. If you wish to use a credit or debit card 
you may place your order and pay online via secure 
payment services or direct by telephone, fax or 
textphone.


Trial Period
All products carry a 1-month trial period if 
purchased within the United Kingdom.  You may 
return your products to us for any reason within 
1 month of receipt and obtain a refund for your 
purchase provided that:

 �  You contact us ! rst to let us know why you are 
returning the product

 � The products are returned in good condition 
and in their original packaging; we may charge if 
products have been misused.

 � The products have been used in accordance with 
the product instructions.

The cost of returning any product is your 
responsibility.  We cannot accept responsibility for 
loss or damage to goods until they arrive safely 
at our o"  ces.  We advise you to return goods 
adequately packed and covered by insurance where 
appropriate.

Delivery
Products are normally available from stock and 
are despatched within 48 hours of receipt of your 
order.  Delivery to UK mainland addresses normally 
takes up to 3 working days from receipt of your 
order by us.  Delivery is made through Royal Mail or 
independent carriers.  A signature may be required 
on delivery of the product.  Our delivery charges are 
for all UK mainland addresses, except the Channel 
Islands.  For addresses outside this area please ask 
for delivery costs before ordering.

Further Information
Some products in this catalogue may not be 
available for the whole life of the catalogue.

All personal information entered on the Order or VAT 
relief forms will be treated as con! dential as detailed 
in our Privacy Policy.  You can ask for a copy of the 
Privacy  Policy or obtain one from our web site.

Our normal hours of business are: 8.15am to 4.45pm - 
Monday to Thursday, 8.15am to 4.00pm Friday.

Sarabec Limited,  15 High Force Road,   
MIDDLESBROUGH, TS2 1RH, United Kingdom

Telephone (voice)  01642 247789    
Fax   01642 230827   
Textphone (minicom)  01642 244148
Website  www.sarabec.com     
e-mail  mail@sarabec.co.uk



ORDER FORM
Please complete the form below with the details of the products you wish to order.  

If you are eligible for VAT relief, then, for each product required you only pay the price excluding VAT.  
If a VAT exclusive price is not quoted for the product then the price including VAT must be paid. 

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENT

To help us improve our service 
please can you tell us where 
you obtained this catalogue

Order 
Code

Description Price 
Excluding 
VAT

Price 
Including 
VAT

Quantity Total Price
£

Postage & packing for UK mainland addresses only:    Order value £12.49 and less = £1.98
Please enquire for delivery to areas outside this area    Order value £12.50 and more = £4.99

Grand Total payable to ‘Sarabec Ltd’   (cheques may take up to 7 days to clear)

DELIVERY NAME & ADDRESS
If claiming VAT relief please complete the certi! cate overleaf.

Name:

Address:

Postcode: Telephone no:

e-mail address

Card Valid from: Card Expiry date: Issue No.:

CVV Security Code: The security code consists of the last three/four digits found on the signature strip.

Cardholder’s name as shown on card (please print):

Cardholder’s signature: Date:

Address:

Postcode:  Telephone no:

If you have entered an email address above, please can we send your invoice to that address?    YES / NO

Would you like to receive details of our products from us in future? (please tick)  By post?              By email?

I wish to pay by (please tick):

Please debit my card number:



VAT RELIEF CERTIFICATE
Please note there are penalties for making false declarations

If you are in any doubt as to whether you are eligible to receive goods or services zero-rated for VAT you should 
consult notice 701/7 reliefs for disabled people (viewable at www.hmrc.gov.uk) or contact the National Advice 
Service on 0845 010 9000 before signing the declaration.

Full Name:

Address:

Postcode:

declare that:

• I have a hearing disability and that

•   I am receiving from Sarabec Ltd, 15 High Force Road, Middlesbrough, TS2 1RH the items overleaf which are 
being supplied to me for my domestic or personal use.

and I claim relief from VAT.

Signature:

Date:

SARABEC LIMITED
15 High Force Road, Middlesbrough  TS2 1RH

Telephone (voice)  01642 247789   .   Fax 01642 230827   .   Text (minicom) 01642 244148
Website www.sarabec.com   .   e-mail mail@sarabec.co.uk





Our Agreement With You
Prices  

Whilst we do our best to keep any price rises to a 
minimum, we reserve the right to increase our prices 
at any time.  Should we do so, we will contact you 
on receipt of your order with details of the increase 
giving you the opportunity to cancel your order if you 
wish.  

•  Should your payment not clear then we may, in 
addition to any other rights we may have: 

•  Suspend delivery of the product ordered or any 
part of them until we receive cleared funds.

•  Legally recover those products already delivered to 
you from you or your premises at any reasonable 
time and retain ownership.

• Pass on to you any charges we incur in obtaining 
clearance of your payment.

You will not own the products until your payment for 
them has cleared.

VAT

 VAT is calculated at the prevailing rate at date of 
invoice.  Should the prevailing rate of VAT change 
from that used in our publications, calculations will be 
based on new rates and charged to you accordingly.

Delivery

 Delivery to UK addresses normally takes 3 working 
days from the date of despatch of your order by 
us.  It is made through independent carriers.  The 
independent carrier may require a signature from you 
on receipt of your order.

 If you do not receive your order within 28 days of 
placing your order please contact us.

 Should your order arrive damaged, please contact us 
as soon as reasonably practicable.  Please retain the 
original packaging.

 Additional postage charges may be payable for 
deliveries to non-UK addresses; please contact us for 
further details.  

Guarantee

 All our products are covered by our guarantee.

You will invalidate the guarantee if 

•  You use the products contrary to instructions 
supplied with them

• You cause any damage to the products through 
misuse or negligent use of them.

This guarantee is not available

• If any product becomes damaged outside normal 
usage.

• For any consumables such as batteries.

 If you wish to rely on this guarantee we will at our 
choice either repair or replace the products or, if 
appropriate, any parts of them.  If we are unable 
to carry out any of the above through no fault of 
our own we will refund the price you paid for the 
products.

 In all circumstances, except for faulty goods, this 
guarantee shall not exceed the price you paid for 
the products in question.  No other remedies are 
available. 

Our Products

 Full descriptions of our products are given in our 
current catalogue or on line.

 The products are only suitable for the intended uses 
described.

 As a part of our continuing programme of product 
development we reserve the right to improve and 
update product designs.

Cancellation

 You may cancel your order anytime from when you 
place the order up to ten working days after the date 
you received the goods but to do so you must notify 
us.  We will respond con! rming your cancellation 
and the date your noti! cation was received.  The 
date con! rmed is the date the cancellation came into 
e" ect.  

Unforeseeable problems

 We are not responsible for delays outside our control 
(for example industrial dispute, act of God, inability 
to obtain raw materials) if this prevents or hinders our 
contract with you. 

Our Agreement

 An agreement is made between us once we have 
received and accepted your order.

 Our agreement and any related matters are governed 
by English law.  Your Statutory rights are not a" ected.  
This agreement is a summary of our full Terms and 
Conditions of Sale and Supply; you can ask for a copy 
or obtain one from our web site.

June 2018




